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Celebrating 75years ofexcellence in collegiate journalism
The Racers hope to
recover from a 4914 loss to Ole Miss
this Saturday when
they take on Denver
Johnson's Illinois
State Redbirds.

Hoosier Daddy is one of many local bands
hoping to strike it rich in the music industry. College Life has the inside scoop on ,
what it's like to be a member of one of
these musical acts.

www.thenews.org
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OP N FOR BUSINESS

Alexander's son
makes pitch for
MSU presidency

r
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BY LOREE STARK
EDITOR IN CHIEF

Ryan Brooks/The News

Bartenders at Saturdays rush to fill orders on a busy Friday night at the restaurant. The establishment is one of
four restaurants that has received a liquor license and is currently serving alcohol in Murray.

struction.
Robert Danielson, Big Apple Cafe
co-owner, said they hope to be in
operation by the end of the month.
Danielson said relocating to MuJTay
was a logical decision.
''That's where 75 percent of our
business comes from," he said.
Some aspects of the new Murray
location will differ from the Puryear
location including a full-service bar,
that will be separate fmm the dining
area, two private dining rooms available for parties and banquets. a nonsmoking dining room and business
hours on Sunday.
"We're basically trying to bring
that business up here.' ' Danielson
said. "We are trying to let fami lies
know it's a good place to bring their
kids."
Danielson said they are unsure if
the Puryear location will be closed.
A representative of Applebee's
Neighborhood Grill and Bar said iLs
tentative opening date is Oct. I.
One of the provisions within the
restaurant referendum states that each
restaurant cannot derive more than
30 percent of its revenue from alcohol sales. While annual ligures are
used to determine if an establishment

K,
Local businesses attain licenses,
begin serving liquor by the drink
BY MARCI O WEN
AssiSTANT NEWS EDITOR

T

en months after Murray residents
voted to allow area restaurants seating
00 or more people the opportunity to
serve liquor by the drink, several local
eateries have taken advantage of that
opportunity.
City Administrator Don Elias said
Fifteenth and Olive. Saturdays, Thais
Corner, El Tequila and Tom's Grille
are the only Murrc1y restaurants to
have officially received their liquor
licenses.
With the exception of Tom' s Grille,
those establbhrnents are all currently

serving liquor by the drink.
Jim Kt1rvounis, owner of Tom's
Grille, said he expects the restaurant
to begin serving alcoholic beverages
sometiml! next week.
"We have to finish seuing up the
kitchen and the bar." Karvounis said.
Elia~ said restaurants that have
applied and are awaiting a liquor
license include Los Portales and
Chinc1 I louse.
Applebee's Neighborhood Grill and
Bar. Big Apple Cufe and Bull Pen
Steaks and Spirits, all still under construction, will be unable to receive a
liquor license until a final inspection
is perfonned upon completion of con-

see RESTAURANTS / 16

tions are, it would still
reflect negatively on the
University.
"There is the matter of
just how it looks nationally ... it look.s really
bad.'' Schell .o>aid. "It
looks like a setup."
Board of Regents·
Chairman Sid Easley
declined to comment
about when Alexander
became u candidate for
the presidency because
he said he d1d not want
to isolate any of the candidates.
"If I did. then it's not
fair to them, and it's not
fair to the others,"
Easley said.
Easley said he had
heard very little talk
concerning Alell:ander's
relationship to his father.
In spite of the questions surrounding his
candidacy. Alexander
expresM:d at the faculty
meeting that his father
had nothing to do with

F. King Alexander
arrived on campus
Wednesday facing an
issue the other two finalists in the Murray State
University presidential
search did not: the possibility of following in the
footsteps of his father,
Acting President Kern
Alell:ander.
"I have a relationship
with Murray State ... my
grandfather was an
adjunct faculty member
years ago." Alexander
said to the faculty at a
scheduled
meeting
Wednesday.
All joking aside, some
faculty believe that if
Alexander is elected
president of the University. his tenure may be
shrouded by his father's
decisions.
Bill Schell, associate
professor of history, said
no matter how strong
Alexander's qualifica- see ALEXAND£ER /16

F. ICJNG Al.aANDa
Universtty of Illinois·
Urbana·Champaign

" MY FATHER

HAS

MIXED EMOTIONS
ABOUT THIS.

He's

NOT SURE IF

I

SHOULD DO
THIS."

Carin Peterson/The News

Staff member J eanie Morgan gives presidential candidate F. King
Alexander a tour of Mur ray State's campus Wednesday.

War.c;b for a SpeCial ci:tition of "The Murray State News" Monday
IPIOlm·m,g far~ ~al search coverage.

Faculty pick candidate; staff, SGA take other route
STAFF/SGA PICKS

FACULTY PICK
agreed he had valuable experience
in administration.
In contrast, the main concerns
voiced about Alexander were his
At a meeting sponsored by the
lack of administrative experience
Faculty Senate executive commitand his age. Some parallels were
tee Thursday afternoon, an overmade between Alexander and forwhelming majority of faculty voted
presidential search finalist Donald
mer MSU president Constantine
Curris, another young
Bates as an acceptable
candidate for the presi- "- It appears that one candidate out of pre'>ident, who began his
career in hb early 30s.
dency.
Some
faculty
84 out of 97 faculty three is acceptable to the faculty. '"'
members expressed that
members deemed Bates
Bill Call
the similarities between
acceptable. making him
F<Jculty
Senate Prt.'Sident
Curris and Alexander
the most favored finalist
ended with uge.
for the presidency by
"Dr. Curris had ~:entral administhe faculty , followed by G. Daniel included his ability to relate with
Howard with 24 acceptable votes. people and ability to budget his Lration experience," Call said.
Most of the opinions expressed
F. King Alexander received four time.
"If he did everything he said he about Bates were positive in nature,
acceptable votes from the faculty.
"It appears that one candidate out did simultaneously and was suc- touching on issues such as his
of three is acceptable to the facul- cessful. it occurred to me that he ambition with strategic planning.
However. Maeve McCarthy,
ty," Faculty Senate President Bill might not have time for other opin·
Call said after the vote.
ions ..... Steve Schneiderman. ru.so- assistant professor of math and staMembers of the faculty discussed ciate professor of industrial and tistics questioned his attitude
each candidate for approximately engineering technology. said.
see FACULTY / 16
15 to 20 minutes before voting on
However. most faculty members
BY LOREE STARK
EDITOR IN CHIEF

lit'
.

color coded ballots. Faculty members who were not present at the
meeting were unable to submit
absentee ballots.
"I feel like those who are part of
a decision need to be part of u discussion," Call said.
Concerns voiced about Howard
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have ~aid about the three finalists.
''I've talked to students that
have been at the forums, members
of the student government who
have been at these meetings." Key
said.
Staff Regent Lori Dial is taking
a somewhat similar route in

didates were here."
Dial said she hao; worked very
closely with Staff Congress President Orville Herndon in speaking
Student Regent Nikki Key said
with staff about their opinions of
the Student Government Associathe candidates.
tion voted unanimously. at a
"Right now I've gotten a lot of
recent retreat, in favor of not votcalls already, mainly positive for
ing to select a presidential candieach of the candidates,"
date for her to present
to the Board of ~' Whomever the Board selects we wi II Dial said.
said she
Regents.
be behind. We are going to issue a vote plans onDial
taking whatev··we felt to start off
on the right foot that of confidence to whoever the Board er pro~ and cons the
staff bring her about the
it's important that the extends an invitation to be president. "''
candidates to the Board
SGA have a good
of Regents meeting
working relationship
Nikki Key
today.
with the new presiStudent Government Association President
Both Key and
dent,"
Key
said.
"Whomever the Board selects we choosing which candidate will get Dial expressed that it would be a
will be behind. We are going to her vote for the next president. tough decision based on the candiissue a vote of confidence to who- She cited the difficulty of getting dates.
''We have three outstanding
ever the Board extends an invita· the staff together as a reason for
cru1didates that would like to furtion to be president.•·
not taking a vote.
As for her vote, Key said ~he
"It is hard for the staff to take ther the mission of the Universiwill make her selection based pri- off for any period of time." Dial ty," Dial said. " I know that permarily on surveys filled out at the' s:ud. "J was surprised that we got sonally the Board and J are taking
student forums and what students a good turnout as each of the can· this very seriously."
BY LOREE STARK
EDITOR IN CHIEf
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MSU Fact Book 2000-01 available on line
The Office of Institutional Research has posted the MSU Fact Book
2000-01 on the web. Hard copies of this infonnarion source will be available to the coUeges. departments and individuals soon.
The MSU Fact Book is a historical collection of data about the campus. The Fact Book can be accessed through the Murray State University home page by clicking on the Fact Book image in the bottom righthand comer.

Campus Recreation Office sponson chair massages
The Campus Recreation Office is sponsoring the Essemial Day Spa in
offering chair massages every Wednesday from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
The Essential Day Spa will set up on the second floor of the Curris Center. Anyone interested in making an appointment. contact the Essential Day
Spa at 767-0760. Prices are $10 for 10 minutes and SIS for IS minutes.

Murray State Ads Club to meet Monday
The MSU Ads Club will meet at 4 p.m. Monday in Wilson Hall room
212. Everyone is encouraged to auend.'

Staff Congress meeting includes special guests
Staff Congress will meet at I p.m. Wednesday in the Curris Center
Mississippi Room.
Special guests will include Sid Easley, Board of Regents chainnan, ~r.
Don Robertson. vice president of Student Affairs. Tom Denton. vace
president for Administrative Services, and Jim Carter, interim vice president for Institutional Advancement.

Cinema International presents French' film
Cinema International will pre,ent "Chacun Cherche Son Chat"
("When the Cat's Away''), a French film wit.b English subtitles, at 7:30
p.m. today and tomorrow in the Curris Center Theater.
The film is directed by Cedric Klapisch and stars Garance Clabel,
Zinedine Soualem, Oliver Py and Renee Le Calm. Admission is free.

Alumni Association raises funds by selling bricks
The year 2001 marked the 75th anniversary of the MSU Alumni Association and beginning construction of the new MSU Alumni Center.
MSU alumni and friends are invited to have their names and the names
of those they would like to honor or memorialize place on bricks in the
patio area of the new Alumni Center.
Anyone interested should contact the Alumni Center at (800) 7588510 or 762-3001 , or visit the alumni page at www.murraystate.edu.
Campus Briefly is compiled by Marci Owen, assisumt news editor.
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Thursday, Aug. 30
9:12 a.m. A subject had a possible
broken wrist in Woods Hall. The
Emergency Medical Service transported the subject to Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
9:36 a.m. A minor traffic accident
wit hour Injuries occured in the 15th
Street parking lot
12:27 p.m. A verbal warning was
issued for expired tags on South
13th Su-eet.
12:34 p.m. An officer issued a verbal warning for an unrestrained
child at 16th and Poplar Streets.
4:07 p.m. A verbal warning was
issued for disregarding a stop sign
in the Regents College parking Jot.

Friday, Aug. 31
1:50 a.m. A verbal warning was
issued for careless driving on 18th
Street.
11: 19 a.m. The grounds crew cut a
gas line in the 1600 block of Ryan
A venue. The Murray Gas Co.
capped the line.
2:05 p.m. An officer issued averbal warning for excessive speed on
Hwy. 12 I by the Regional Special
Event" Center.
2:22 p.m. A verbal warning was
issued for expired tags on Waldrop
Drive by the Baptist Student
Union.
2:43p.m. Public Safety received a
report of excessive noise in the
I 000 block of College Courts. The
subject was gone upon officer
arrival.
3:07 p.m. A traffic accident without injuries occured on 18th Street
in front of the Trinity Christian

Editor In Chief: 762-6877
News: 762-4468
College Ufe: 762-4480
Viewpoint 762-4468
Sports: 762-4481
Advertising: 762-4478
Fax: 762-3175
E-Mail: thenews@murraystote.edu

Center.

Saturday, Sept. 1
3:51 a.m. An officer issued a verbal warning for no taillights on
South 12th Street by the Dwayne
Taylor parking lot.
9:47 a.m. An university employee
advised Public Safety that the conveyor belt in the south dish room of
Wilson was broken. Central Plant
was notified.

Sunday, Sept. 2
3:58 a.m. An officer confiscated
stolen property from Franklin College, which was in plain view. A
report was taken.
9:25 a.m. A verbal warning was
issued for disregarding a traffic
light at 16th and Main Streets.
11:55 a.m. An officer advised that
a vehicle with a boat attached was
occupying four parking spaces in
the 14th Street parking lot.
12:43 p.m. The Murray Police
Department reported a collision
without injuries at the entrance of
the Roy Stewart Stadium and Hwy.
641. The vehicles were blocking
traffic. An MSU police officer
assisted the MPD.
2:55 p.m. A student at Elilabeth
College reported that threatening
phone calls were left on his
answering machine. A report was
taken.

Monday, Sept. 3
12:20 a.m. A student in College
Courts requested her neighl'>ors
turn down their music. The resident
director advised the University

Police Department, then called the
residenrs and advised them to tum
the music down or an officer would
be sent to their apartment.
12:40 a.m. A caller reported that
her neighb(\n; were yelling or fighting. The Murray Police Department was advised of the off-campus call.
1:05 a .m. A front-desk worker
reported a non-injury collision
between a moving vehicle and a
parked vehicle. The owners
advised that they would work it out
privately.
1:28 a.m. A verbal warning was
issued for careless driving in the
donn circle.
12:08 p.m. An officer did a welfare check of a dog that had been
left in a car at Elizabeth College.
The vehicle was gone u'pon officer
arrival.
9:56 p .m. A caller reported a
parked car playing loud music in
the I000 block of College Courts.
The resident director was notified.

Tuesday, Sept. 4
12:18 a.m. A trdffiC stop for no
registration was made at 15th and
Main Street. The vehicle was registered to Crouse Auto Dealership.
12:23 p.m. An officer i.ssued a verbal warning for disregarding a traftic control device at 15th and Main
streets.
12:39 p.m. A verbal warning was
issued for expired registration at
Five Points intersection.
12:49 p.m. A fight over the possession' of a bicycle in the Curris Center was reported . Both subjects
were located near the footbridge on

Chestnut Street upon officer
arrival. One subject was escorted to
Public Safety.
2:44 p.m. A verbal warning was·
issued for expired registration in
the Curris Center parking lot.
3:55 p.m. Two students reported to
Public Safety per request of an
officer concerning a traffic sign
found in their residential college·
room.

Wednesday, Sept. 5
12:08 a.m. A verbal warning was
issued for loud music in the dorm
circle.
7:51 a.m. A female on the football
field was having a seizure. Emergency Medical Services was notified.
9 a.m. A student in Regents College received prank phone calls. A'
housing report was taken, but Pub-1
lie Safety received no criminal
complaint.
9:12 a.m. A package was stolen
from College Courts, but was later;
returned. The subject said it was a
prank.
12:50 p.m. A verbal warning was
issued for expired registration at
the Houton Agriculture Building.
11:19 p.m. A verbal warning was
issued for disregarding a stop sign
on Farmer Avenue.

Motorist a.<JSists - 6
Racer escorts - 9
Police Beat is compiled by Marci
Owen, aui.\tant news editor, from
materials prrwided by Public Safety. All dit.plllched calls are not listed.
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Congratulations to all new sorority
members. Good Luck to all
fraternities for fall rush.

104 N. 15th St.
Across from
Sparks Hall

We'll take anybody.

Really.
Feeling like you don' t have what it takes to be a journalist with one of
the top te n collegiate newspapers in the nation? Check out The Murray
State News volunteer meeting - September 11th, 4p.m. in Wilson Hall,
room 2 14. If we' ll give the WWF a chance, we' ll give you one. Really.
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Longtime Wildcat announcer
Ledford dies of cancer at age 75

Eight workers jailed
New scanning system
Nichols offers to end
appeals to avoid state trial disgruntles postal workers for teaching religion

LEXINGTON. Ky. (AP)- Cawood Ledford,
the longtime radio voice of the Kentucky Wildcats and one of the nation's most respected
horse racing broadcasters, died early Wednesday after a prolonged battle with cancer. a University of Kentucky spokeswoman said. He was

TULSA. Okla. (AP> - Oklahoma
City bombing conspirator Terry
Nichols is willing to end his appeals
and accept a federal life sentence to
avoid a state trial. hi.;; attorney said.
Defense attorney Brian Hermanson
made the announcement through a
letter to the editor faxed to the Tulsa
World on Tuesday.
If convicted in a state trial. Nichols
might face the death penalty.
In the Jetter to the editor, Hermanson wrote that Nichols is "'willing to
give up his pending federal appeal~
and to accept the life sentence that
wa<; imposed in federal coun."
Hermanson also wrote that
Nichols, who is being held in Okla·
homa City, " has been and is willing
to waive ttie anti-shuttling provision
of the Interstate Act on Detainers."
That provision would prevent the
state from pr()!)ecuting Nichols if he
is sent to serve his sentence in Colorado, where he was convicted in
federal coun.

PHILADELPHTA (AP) - Neither
rain nor ~now nor heat nor gloom of
night can keep mail carriers rrorn
completing their appointed rounds.
But a new scanning system that
clocks their arrival times at v:uiouo;
points may' hurt their flexibility to
vary route::. or time lunch breaks
according to weather conditions or
volume of mail, contends the American Po:.tal Workers Union, which has
tiled a grievance.
Postal Service officials say the syo;.
tern is being adopted in answer to customers' wbhe:, for predictable delivery times.
In faciliti~ where the equipment
has been in,talled, each carrier scans
12 bar code stickers: one when leaving the office. one when finished
loading his or her vehicle. nine along
the route and one on returning to the
office.

Cubans flock to U.S. for
asylum during holiday

CALLAHAN. Aa. (AP) - With
punch card ballots banned in Flonda
after last fall's election fiasco. communities across the state are looking
into new voting equipment.
On Tuesday. 150 voters in this
tiny north Florida community
became the tirst to put to the test one
of the two slate-approved optionstouchscreen voting machines.
Tuesday's election in CaJlahan, a
town of 527 registered voterll, wa.'
for three of its four town council
members.
In future elections statewide.
Florida voters will have. to use either
touchscreen or optical scanning
machines. similar to the scanners
used to score standardized )>Chool
tests.
Punch cards were banned because
of their role in delaying the result~
of the 2000 pre...idential election by
more than a month.
The touchscreens will not let voters cast more lhan one vote in each
race. They will allow voters to skip
a race. but will ask them if they are
doing so intentionally.

75.
Ledford, who called UK football and basketball for nearly four decades. died Wednesday
morning at the Appalachian Regsonal Hospital
in Harlan, said UK spokeswoman Mary Margaret Colliver.
The family is considering a public service for
Ledford in Lexington some days after a private
funeral is held in Harlan on Sunday, said Jim
Host, chief executive officer of Host Communications, which has exclusive broadcasting
rights to UK athletics. Host said he spoke to
Ledford's widow. Frances, on Wednesday.
No date has been set for the public service.

Investors sue former governor's
online bookstore for fraud
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) - A lawsuit tiled in
Tennessee alleges that a group of investors in former Gov. Wallace Wilkinson's ecampus.com
Internet bookseller were the victims of securities
fraud when they bought stock in the company in
1999.
The 21 investors are seeking damages of at
least $100 million from nine defendants, including Wendy's restaurants founder Duve Thomas,
Hazard businessman L.D. Gorman. Lexington
banker Elmer Whitaker and the law linn of Frost
Brown Todd LLC.
Ecampus.com is a Lexington Internet bookseller launched by Wilkinson, who 1iled for bankrupicy protection in February along with his nagship business, Wallace's Bookstores.
The Tennessee inves10rs say they were denied
"critical information ... that would have revealed
that the (ecampus) securit.ies offering was patently unmarketable."
The investors said they bought a total of
~76,41 0 shares of ecampus for $1 ,858,000 in
August and September 1999 but didn't learn until
ll year later that ecampus had lent Wallace's $20
million in May 1999 and that Wallace's owed
ecampus S II million in "unrepaid advances:·
The investors also said they were not told
about Wilkin.-;on's "checkered bu-;lness history"
or the high-interest loans some of the defendants
had made to Wilkinson. or that the defendants
controlled most of the stock in Wallace's because
of the loans.

MIAMI (AP) - About 200 Cubans
tried to reach rtorida over the holiday
weekend in what feder.ll agents say is
pan of a trend of organized smuggling.
Only I 07 Cubans made it to shore,
landing in the Florida Keys. They
said they paid up to $8,000 to be
smuggled, according to the Border
Patrol. Last year agents picked up 131
migrant' over Labor Day weekend.
Coa~t Guard officials said they
intercepted an additional 82 Cubans
over the weekend and have now
picked up more than 2.750 this year.
They said they did not have statistics
for the same weekend last year.
Officials noted that calm seas, good
weather and hundreds of boats packing the waters otT the keys might have
tempted more smugglers to bring
people over.
It haS been the policy of the United
States to keep Cubans who reach
shore. but to send bad: those captured
at sea.

Florida has first election
with new voting machines

KABUL. Afghanistan (AP)The Taliban's chief judge refused
to meet Wednesday with three
Western diplomal' who wanted
information about the trial of
eight foreign aid workers
charged with spreading Christianity.
The diplomats waited for 30
minutes outside the supreme
coun in Kabul to see Chief Justice Noor Mohammed Saqib.
who wao; inside meeting with
other judges.
Without explanation, Saqib
said it wa.' not the right time to
meet with the diplomats, who
left frustrated. Saqib said the
coun would contact them if there
was any need for a meeting.
'Ine trial of the two American~. four Germans and two
AustraJians began Tuesday
behind closed doors. II was not
clear how long the proceedings
would last.
According to a ruling in July
by the Taliban's reclusive leader
Mullah Mohammed Ornar. the
punishment for a foreigner
caught proselytizing is a jail term
and expulsion. For an Afghan,
the penalty is death.
The eight foreign aid workel1\
of Shelter Now International, a
German-based Christian organiz:uion. were arrested la't month
along with 16 Afghan employees
of the same organirotion.

China asks U.S. to
withdraw sanctions
BElliNG (AP) - Denying that
one of its companies supplied
missile technology to Pakistan.
China said Wednesday it has
asked the United States to withdraw sanctions imposed over the
accusations.
A
Foreign
Mini'itry
spokesman insisted Chtna ha'
..strictly fulfilled" commitments
not to spread missile technology,
the official Xinhua News

Agency reported.
Washington imposed sanctions Saturday, accusing the
China Metallurgical Equipment
Corp., a government-owned
engineering compahy, of .supplying unspecified missile-related parts to Pakistan.
The company has already
denied the accusation.
Foreign Ministry Spokesman
Zhu Bangzao said a Chinese
investigation had confirmed the
company hasn't violated expon
rest ructions.
Zhu also complained that
Washington has failed to abide
by a promise to facilitate Chinese launches of U.S.-made
satellites.
The sanctions bar U.S. companies from launching satellites
on Chinese rockets and ban most
types of technical help to China's satellite industry.

lraq dismisses the program as
a violation of its independence.

More walkouts loom
over anti-racism rally
DURBAN, South Africa
(AP) - The threat of runher
walkouts loomed over the World
Conference Against Racism on
Wednesday a'i the European
Union demanded progress in
removing controversial language
from the draft declar<~tion.
France warned it could follow
the United States and ItrdCI by
quilling the U.N. meeting. which
was meant to highlight discrimination around the world but has
been marred by discord over
effort<; to condemn Israel for
"racist policies."
The United States and Israel
left Monday after effons to ti nd a
compromise with Ar.tb states
failed.

Five U.N. officials
expelled from Iraq

Violence flares up
again in Chechnya

BAGHDAD. Iraq (AP)- Iraq
has expelled five U.N. humanitarian officials it accuses of
jeopardizing its .security. The
United Nations said Iraq failed
to substantiate the claims, but
that the senior officials were
withdrawn for safety reasons.
An Iraqi Foreign Ministry
spokesman, speaking on condition of anonymity Wednesday.
accused the five oflicials of
"jeopardizing the 'ecurity and
the integrity of Iraq."
He added that hb country
"has the evidence of their
involvement in activities inconsistent with their assigned
responsibilities as U.N employees." He did not elaborate.
All five officials. four Nigerians and a Bosnian, worked in
the U.N. office that oversees
humanitarian programs in Iraq.
The United Nations monitors
Iraqi oil sales and the use of the
proceeds to buy food. medicine
and other necessities for Iraqi
people.

NAZRAN. Russia (AP) - A
series of skirmishes and mine
explosions killed atlea'it 10 Russian servicemen in Chechnya.
prompting troop:. to tighten security around the republic and
launch sweeps for militants in
several villages. officials said
Wednesday.
As the Russian military offensive in the mountainous region
nears its two-year anniversary.
Chechen rebels remain active
around the territory. even in
regions the military has long
claimed to control.
At least four Russian soldiers
have been killed and nine wounded in 23 attacks on Russian outposts since Tuesday, said an official with the pro-Moscow
Chechen administration who
asked not to be named.
One Russian soldier died Tuesday when a military truck hit a
landmine in the eastern town of
Argun, and another two died in a
similar mine blast near the village
of Bachi-Yun in the south.

UT MARTIN STUDENT ACTIVITIES COUNCIL
PRESENTS

IN CONCERT
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UTM Student Tickets: Gen. Adm.

Reserved

$10

$15

(Limit 2 per student with ID)
' Public Tickets:

Gen. Adm.

$20

Reserved

$25

:3
A

-

A

-

Tic

All Reserved/UTM Student: UC Information Desk
(for credit card orders, call 731-587-7757)
General Admission Tickets:
McElhiney's Men's Shop (McKenzie) 731-352-7172
Leader Store (Fulton, KY)
270-472-3234
Five Seasons Men's Shop (Union City) 731-885-2772
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Family throne not advised
According to "Webster's
Third International DictioISSUE:
nary," nepotism is defined as
KERN
"favoritism
shown
to
ALEXANDER's
nephews and other relatives
SON IS ONE OF
(by giving them positions
THE TOP
based on their relationship
CONTENDERS FOR
rather than on their merits)."
THE UNIVERSITY
In the same dictionary, a
PRESIDENCY.
nepotist is defined as, "one
POSITION:
who practices nepotism."
F. KING ALEXANShould Murray State elect F.
DER HAS AN
King Alexander to the presiUNFAIR
dency, it may face accusaADVANTAGE AND
tions of the preceding definMAY NOT BE THE
ition.
MOST QUALIFIED
It was surprising to discovCANDIDA~ FOR
er the last name of our retirTHE
ing president on the list of
POSTITJON.
final contenders last week.
Family matters are one thing.
but after studying the three
finalists' credentials, King
Alexander looked less qualified than G. Daniel Howard
and Donald Bates.
In a presidential search of
this caliber, we expect only
the most qualified candidates
to be considered. King
Alexander is less experienced than the other two
finalists and if he is elected,
it may look as though he
rode into office on his
father's coattails.
Both Howard and Bates
have more academic experience and specific leadership
in the administrative field.
Yet the Board of Regents
contends that King Alexander deserves to be a finalist.
In the business world,
retail managers cannot hire
family members into their
positions. Why should the
rules be any different here?
Has the Board not considered how hiring Alexander's
son could affect our University's reputation?
The search committee
received 125 applications for
the presidency over the past
few months. We find it hard
to
believe 122 others were less
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How could MSU's
new president connect
better with students?
"He should
support us
more and do
something
about the
dorms."

"'ECIOUS HUDSON
sophomore. Ctarlrsvl».. Tenn.

"He could
attend more
school
sponsored
functions."
TONY8UUA

jufllor, Bardstown. Ky.

..
"He could
visit
classrooms
and see what
is going on."
MEREDITH 0UG~ID
6enlor, Hop/ansvtlle, Ky

"He could
make
himself
better
known."
T IFFANY H ALE
$#Nl/or, Hazel, Ky.

"He should
get out on
campus and
meet more
people."
AUCIA MATHIS
sophomore. MByfield, Ky
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qualified than King Alexander.
Even if Alexander were the
most qualified candidate, a
stigma would hover over his
potential role. The court of
public opinion would assume
he got his job via his father's

influences. It is just not good
politics to introduce a dynastic leadership cycle into a
thriving public university.
The Board realizes its
responsibility to select the
very best candidate for the
position. We realize that

King Alexander is ambitious, charismatic and successful.
A university leader? Quite
likely . .. but perhaps after
more experience and an
application to a university
without family ties.

Students uninformed, uninvolved·
Our VIeW
.

the

KEf?N'S SON, ()N£ OF Fl NAL CANDIDA\~$

ISSUE:
PRESIDENTIAL
FINAUSTS WERE
ANNOUNCED
LAST WEEK.
POSITION:
MANY STUDENTS
ARE UNAWARE
OF THE EVENTS
AND THEREFORE,
UNINVOLVED.

Information just does clue about the presidennot travel fast for stu- tial search proceedings.
It does not look like
dents at Murray State.
"The News" did not student involvement in
receive the information the search is being proabout the presidential moted very well.
finalists to publish in last
News buzzes in the
week's
paper.
But Student
Government
despite a mass e-mail Association office, yet
released by the admiis- sometimes fails to reach
tration last Friday, many the outside world. Stustudents still have no dents have not seen

much publicity from
their representatives so
far this year, which may
account for the low student involvement in the
search.
Could our senators and
representatives use any
other method besides email to increa'ie the low
student attendance at
forums analyzing the

presidential finalists?
Tuesday to express their
Yes, students them- views ... that's less than
selves should take the 3 percent of the student
tmttat1ve to remain population.
updated about such seriPerhaps the Board of
ous issues. Lack of inter- Regents, Student Govest may have kept some ernment Association and
students from attending the administration could
the forums, but a lack of brainstorm more ways to
communication could be recruit and incorporate
the larger obstacle. Only opinions from the stu25 students showed up dent body.

•YourOpinion
Great Beginnings still has
strong points; positive aspects
To the Editor:
In response to Adam Mathis' commentary
in the Aug. 31 issue of "The News," Mathis
may feel that Great Beginnings need!' revising. but as a ··fall Orientation Leader,'" I can
also see the strong points of the program.
I am cenain the program organizers are
very aware that freshmen have been told
numerous times not to drink and drive. I do
not think the intentions were to provide the
incoming freshmen with instructions of
thing), they had never been exposed to as
much as it was a friendly reminder. If all of
the freshmen already know this, then why
do so many continue to drink and drive and
have unprotected sex'? You can never be
reminded enough.
Besides. although most everyone has

been warned of the e situations. some students are more shehered than others. They
have only heard about certain instances and
never witnessed these events. The skits
from "'Realities on Campus'' may not
change one' s acuons entirely. but the point
wa\i to make everyone think about their
choices.
Of course the high school teachers are
preparing students for universities by warning them of certain situations where professors may seem harsher than a high :o;chool
teacher. This will happen. Great Beginnings
is set up to be a checkpoint between high
school and college.
What puzzles me is that when Mathis
arrived at MSU and was treated with a
greater concern than he expected, why did
he view this as negative'! When one goes
into a situation where they are prepared for
the worse, and instead it is pleasant, why is
this bad'? He should be grateful instead of
cynical.

Perhap), he is right on some issues. Maybe
there should be more organization in the
program. Many students do not show up for
the Saturday morning campus tour and
therefore miss out on many specifics. I took
my students to Wilson Hall and showed
them where both "'The Shield'' and "The
Murray State News" offices were located. I
encouraged them to get involved.
I think it i!> understood that freshmen are
not children. Some students do not need certain facts spelled out to them. yet other' do.
This is a university. There are different peo·
pie who have different levels of learning
and understanding. We are all unique and
come from different backgrounds and home
situations.
I regret Mathis did not have a pleasant
experience with the Great Beginnings program. but I am sure he will do very well at
Murray Stale .,ince he is confident in his
ability to survive without detailed instructions. I am \Ure this will be true for other

students who share the same beliefs.
As for the rest of the freshmen, there are
plenty of helpful persons on this campus
who will be more than glad to assist you if
the need arises.
Angie Gregory
Sophomore
Sharpe. KY

Write to •

"The Murray Swe News" welcomes commentaries and lettera to tbe edit«. l..cdan
should be 300 words or tew. and mUll be
signed. Contributon should include
addresses and phone numbers for verification. Please include hometown, classif~ea
tion, title or relationabip to lhe Uai-.NCJ.
"The Murray SCale News·~- rfP
to edit for style, Jenslh aad coatent.
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·Two can't tango;
younger people
missing the beat
In My

Opinion

ERIN
RICHARDS

"OuR
GENERATION'S
MOST
CROWNING
DANCE
ACHIEVEMENT
WAS 'THE

HOKEY
POKEY.'"

l11e young man moved eloquently ing together?
across the lloor. drawing the girl to
Our parents learned how to foxhim. His ann slid around her waist., trot, jitterbug, square dance, waltz
and she spun gracefully. catching his and tango in elementary and high
hand at the end of the maneuver. The school. Our generation's most
couple fluidly moved in time to the crowning dance achievement was the
music a.s the other dancers on the Hokey Pokey. While that might be
t1oor perfom1ed the main choreogra- why we readily mastered the
phy.
Macarena, it does more to explain
No, this is not a ballroom dancmg why guys hold up the wall at dance
clnss. Neither is it a utopian descrip- dubs and fraternity parties. gripping
tion of a Sigma Chi party. But 1t 1s a beer and nodding their heads to the
what my friend!-. and J saw when we music while watching the females
stumbled upon an annual dance con- wiggle around safely in groups.
vention in Nao;hville last weekend.
A guy does not even need to a'k a
Reveling in the spontaneity of col- girl to dance anymore. Instead, in a
legiate living over Labor Day. we all perfectly acceptable manner. all he
piled imo a car and headed to the city has 10 do is grab her and grind his
for some good food, and of course, sexual organs against hers in time to
some dancing.
the throbbing beat. All right, so
Once mside the popular downtown sometimes this is fun, but it is still
restaurant and dance club, the Wild- rather unimaginative.
horse Saloon, 1 knew something wa-;
Our form of dancing never
seriously a~kew. The people on the changes. and it is a result of: a.)
dance floor were not your typical. nobody teaching us how to dance
middle-aged, Wildho~ diners. or correctly, and b.) a lot of popular
even just young people looking for a modem music that does not exactly
fun place to dance to some counrry lend iLo;elf to waltzing. Our boring
and pop mu!-ic.
back and forth motions do not neces·
First of all, every man on the floor sitate coordination or require the
could move his hips better than John knowledge of specific steps. But
Travolta in "Saturday Night Fever." unless one seeks outside help, i.e.
and the pants were tighter. Every social dance lessons (and then, espedancer moved nawlessly together cially for some insecure guys, face
with whatever partner they happened the stupid stigma of being homosexto have grabbed for the song. And ual), it is all we can expect.
whenever they were not dancing
Over the summer. my friends and I
with a partner. the people performed discovered a great country bar that
self-choreographed line dances.
taught dance lessons and broadcast
I am not intimidated easily, espe- the Thursday night line dancing on
cially on the dance tloor. but these television. We had an awesome time
kids and adults really knew what learning line dances, the two-step
they were doing. I meekly took a seat and the cha-cha. It was delightfully
on the second level where I pondered challenging and an educational
why, as a society, we don't routinely change from the normal club scene.
teach and encourage young people to
Unfortunately. dance halls like
dance tr..td1tionally anymore.
these are sparse and seem to only
It is surprising that we can. collec- thrive in major metropolitan areas.
tively. be so lousy at an an form peo- MSU's social dance cla~ses are a
ple have pmcticed for thousands of gre.-u idea. but most times the guy-to~ ears. Dancing is an ancient form of
girl ratio is depressingly uneven.
human expression: Native AmeriWhile I do not think that learning
can~ routinely stamped to lhe beat of
to dance will solve any major socia drum :~round a campfire.
etal flaws, I do believe it is a lost an
Centuries passed with dancing that should be retaught. Some of the
becoming a wuy of courtship recent swing and Latin music is
between a man and a woman- every already rekindling the interest in
educated person knew the steps. partner dancing. and why shouldn't
Society revered social dancing in the it'? Dancing together is fun. challengmid-20th century, and flocked to ing. good exercise and a greal way to
fancy night club~ and mov1es starring .stan a date.
Fred A~taire and Ginger Rogers.
Though it will never happen, it
So what happened? Am I the only would be a great day when you could
one who ha..s noticed that "dancing" tango at a fmtemity party and save
these days for most young people the groping and grinding for later on
refers to swaying back and forth to in the night.
pU!Jiping pop remixes and rap mu~ic,
am.h dancing with a guy usually just
me;tns you pertorm the preceding Erin Richards is the Opinion Editor
maneuvers with your pelvises grind- for "The Murray State News."
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ResNet refuses to share
In My

Opinion

DREW
PERRY
''WERE

I NOT

PAYING FOR
THIS ON-LINE
SERVICE,

When l was young, my mother gave me several
She said. "Share and share
alike." I wonder what mom would think of my institute of higher learning after its latest and greatest
epiphany.
Sharing has now been banned at MSU. Not sharing of notes or textbooks. mind you, but music.
MPJ's. MSU has apparently joined the Recording
Indusuy Association of America in its fight against
open trading of MP3 music, that wonderful fom1 of
digital audio that has gained much fame in the past
few years with the advent of file-sharing services
~uch as Napster.
Once a boon for free music allocation. MSU's
residential computer network, ResNet (the one we
waited an extra year for) no longer allows access to
services such as KaZaA. Morphew;, and the nowlegendary Napster. Instead. all attempts to access
lhese Web sites are redirected to MSU's technology
policy Web site, which outlines the Internet usage
policy and the penalties for'"policy infraction."
These penalties include referral to the Commonwealth Auorney for prosecution. involvement with
the FBI, and/or a $50.000 fine. All this over music?
But the most startling aspect of this policy is that
only one line of one section mentions anything
about copyright infringement, the main argument
against such me-sharing services, and that section is
directed only at computer software installed on university-owned computers. It reads: "All users are
expe~.:ted to comply with copyright laws lhat make
duplication of copyright-protected materials a
crime." Last time 1 checked. the U.S. Government
was <;till out on whether MP3 file trading is, in actuality. illegal.
But the main point of my frustr.ttion is that this
decision was made unbeknownst to students and
without any warning. While many students may
believe ResNet is a free ~ervice. it is not. That
$1,0 I0.00 you paid at the beginning of the semester
le~sons on "playing fair."

I

WOULD HAVE
NO QUALMS
AGAINST ITS
REGULATION
AND
DISALLOWANCE
OF SERVICES.u

includes the ResNer fee.
Were I not paying for this on-line service. I would
have no qualms against its regulation and disallowance of services. However, if I were using any
non-campus Internet service provider. ~;uch as the
local favorite Apex. T would be up in arms if any
portion of the Internet were not allowed to me.
That's my dime- let me spend it as I see fit.
Official sources in the MSU ResNet office have a
different perspective, however. They said the University's decision to disallow service is based on
their view of these service~ as "bandwidth hogs." ln
layman 's tenns. the Internet is a highway. The more
lanes you have in your highway. the more cars that
can travel on it. We ran out of lanes. and cars were
backing up.
Technically speaking, file-sharing services on
campus usurped 46 gigabytes of bandwidth in a 24hour period. During this same period, standard
Internet traffic used only 14 gigabytes. The ResNet
office's response: "In order to continue allowing
(these services), we would have to ask Frankfort for
more bandwidth, and (we) feel services like these
are improper reasoning to request it.''
They did, however. express their apologies for not
infom1ing students of the decision. In what they
termed, "growing pains,"ResNet officials agreed
they are new to policy changes involving students
and underestimated a need to infom1 the student
body.
So whatever the reasoning behind it. tile sharing.
at h:ast for the time being. is gone at MSU. I hope
my mom will understand why my sharing skills may
suffer. Maybe she will be complacent now that I'm
doing my own laundry. I just hope she doesn't find
out how much I'll have to spend on CO's.
Drew Perry is a freshman telecommunications sys·
tems manczgement major from Bemon.

Questio11ing tl1e l(itlg

Family relation unimportant Alexander only here to
My
follow in father's footsteps
Opinion
In

MORGAN
HARDY
"PEOPLE WHO
LOOK AT
ALEXANDER'S
LAST NAME
AND PROCLAIM
HIM A
PRODUCT OF
HIS FATHER'S
BULLHORN lNG
THE SEARCH
COMMITIEE
ARE
MISTAKEN.''

I would like to let you read that presidential candidate F. King Alexander is a
travesty to the presidential search process.
a product of misguided nepotism and
emphatically underqualified to be the next
pre,ident of Murray State University.
Instead. I am going to let you read a
story about me and my dad. and then give
a shot at being the devil's advocate.

As far as high school experience went,
my dad was almost a polar opposite from
myself. People gravitated to him. Dad cannot go through one of my hometown's
annuals from the 1960's without picking
out every single beauty queen and beginning a 'entence like. "Yeah. she and I
dated for a while .• ."
Seeing thi-; led to a serious crisis for me
at that tender age between puberty and
knowing what to do with its consequences.
l remember apologizing to my dad because
I was not going to make him proud because
I wasn't populut. I said I was sorry r could
not be what he had always wanted me to

be.
My dad gave me absolute and flawless
sincerity in the words that followed. He
told me that my destiny was my own. He
told me I did not have to be a carbon copy
of him to be a success in his eyes. And.
mo't importantly. no matter what 1 did. a-;
long as I wao; happy. [ would always be
what he wanted me to be.
I have turned out like my dad m a lot
more ways than one. Bull did not take the
same route he did, and he never told me I
had to do otherwise. In that respect. King
Ale:-;ander and I have a lor in common.
It h true Alexander's resume does not
have the density of a Willard Scou cook-

book. It is also true he is considerably
younger in both age and experience than
the other two candidates. Yet when I listened to him speak to the students and hold
them enthralled for nearly an hour with
talk ranging from how he likes pizza to the
importance of reducing the student loan
burden. J saw a person who grew up in a
different generation with different values
and beliefs. He even said as much himself.
calling his father a ''linear thinker," and
contrasting that with his belief that students had a vital contribution to make in
policy decisions.
People who look at Alexander's last
name and instantly proclaim him a product
of hi~ father's bullhorning the search committee are mistaken. King may not have as
many qualificationc;, hut he has achieved a
great level of prestige within a university
in roughly half the time of other candidates. including an inlluential spot at the
University of lllinois, a school with 40,000
students. When you consider F. King's
age, it is much more important to realize
what he can do rather than what he has
done. And he's already done a great deal.
I am not campaigning for your vote for
King Alexander. nor nm I even suggesting
you should support him. Frankly, I feel
another candidate may be more appropriate
for the spot. But the mimbet that he must
be incompetent and underqualitied simply
because he is applying for his father's posi·
tion is unfair to both King and the entire
search process.

Morgan Hardy is a senior print journalism
and histol)' double major from Camden,
Tenn.

I , Dr. Kern Alexander, being of sound
mind and body, do hereby bequeath the
presidency of Murray State University
to my son. F. King Alexander. Included
with the hereditary title. of course. is the
usage of the family castle, Oakhurst.
Mnybe that is a little silly. but that is
how it looks to me. anyway.
The issue at hand: the passing of the
torch from father to son and the interesting way in which the last name ··Alexander" is on the list of prospective candidates for our next University president.
One is led to speculate on what we can
expect from the young Alexander as
president ..• umm. I mean if he gets the
job. that is.
My guess is that we will probably sec
renewed interest in perennial:. and annuals, not to mention fences and facades.
Perhaps we might even see more of
those nifty rocks they put around flower
bed~. I. for one. would like to see a new
front put on Fifteenth and Olive. a'> well
as our latest bar. Saturdays.
These aesthetic improvements arc certain to help with the recruitment of
prospective beer-swilling students, perhaps us much a~ that fancy new Business
Building front.
And then there is an issue near and
dear to my heart - parking. It would
seem our parking spaces are going the
way of the dinosaur. second in priority
to aesthetic improvements.
With a younger and more active
Alexander in office. can we expect our
parking spaces to disappear with even

more swiftness? Yikes! But hey, all that
extra walking to and from the parking
lots located at the other end of the country isn't all that bad. At least there are
pretty flowers to look at along the way.
We all might as well take the time to
stop and smell the roses - We are late
for class anyway.
As for me, I would just like to see the
University president in the light of day
meeting and getting opinions from students. I can understand that such folks
have a busy ~chedule to keep. but would
they have that schedule without their
students? l think not.
Maybe the next president will be a bit
friendlier. Maybe the apple will not fall
so close to the tree. Not the shoe tree, of
course - it looks like Kern had that
chopped down over the summer!
To all the incoming freshmen. I say
welcome. Welcome to Murray State
University, where the good 'ol boy system is alive and well. It's a place where
at least we can buy a beer with our
meals.
To our new University president
(whoever the new "King" may be). I
wish you the best of luck. You have a
tine tradition of student newspaper
comic strips to uphold.

In My

Opinion

ANDY
CLINGER
"WITH A
YOUNGER AND
MORE ACTIVE
A LEXANDER IN
OFFICE, CAN
WE EXPECT
OUR PARKING
SPACES TO
DISAPPEAR
WITH EVEN
MORE
SWIFTNESS?"

Andy Clinger is a junior occupational
safety and health major from Huntsburg.
Ohio.
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Candidates bring credentials to campus
Howard draws

King advocates
accessibility

from experience
BY J ASON BILLINGSLEY

Bates: 'I'm very
student-oriented'

BY MARCI OwEN

NEWS EDITOR

BY J ASON B ILLINGSLEY

AsSISTANT NEWS EDITOR AND

NEWS EDITOR AND

LOREE STARK

G. Daniel Howard's resume reads liken how-to
Umversity of North guide in climbing the ladder toward an academic career.
Alabama
He has worked the last nine years at the Universi·
' 41'M OPTIMISTIC ty of North Alabama (240 miles south or Murray and 30
miles from the Mississippi and Tennl!ssee borders) and is
THIS Will BE A currently the vice pre~ident for advancement and adminFAIR AND OPEN istration at UNA. He reportetl directly to the president of
that university and had responsibilities including instituSEARCH. ,'
tion-wide fund raising. alumni, governmental and public
relation-.. publications and the UNA Foundation.
Howard also spent time a~ u professor and/or administrator at Indiana University, SUNY Institute of Technology in New York and l,ndiana State University.
ln an interview Tuesday, Howard, 51. ~auJ he feels the Murray State pre,idency would be ideal to cap off a distinguished career.
"Murray State University has a long and distingubhed histury. going back
to 1922. in providing a quality public education at an affordable price."
Howard said. "Murray State also has a great reputation nationall) . Jt ' , nl\\'ay.s
mnked highly by the editors of U.S. News and World Report in America's
Best Colleges, and I'd love to be affiliated with an institution of that level of
academic integrity and quality.
'Tm also at the level of my career where I feel it's time to move to the next
level. I've been reporting to u president now for o~er 11 years. I've gone
through a logical carller progression - faculty member, department chair,
dean and vice president. I've got the experiences ... to do well with the job."
Faculty Regent Terry Strieter said he believes Howard b the most quulilied
of the three candidates visiting campus this week.
"All three candidates interviewed well," Strieter aid of their earlier August
interviews with the Board of Regents. "Howard is very fast and energetic and
has 26 years of academic and administrative experience."
Howard earned two doctorate degrees from Indiana State University. They
are in health and safety and philosophy in higher education. Howard has
attended seminars on fund raising. administration and other fields at in~titute~
including Harvard University and has been published 92 times in various journals, books and other publications.
Despile his glowing academic record. Ho\\-ard received negative reviews
from the University of North Alabama Faculty Senate over the past two years
in its faculty attitude survey. UNA faculty granted Howard a combined unsati,factory rating of 34.8 percent in the 1999-2000 survey, according to the faculty senate Web site. www2.una.edu/factsenate/. That unsatisfactory rating
jumped to 65.1 percent in last year's survey.
Howard said his position as one of the "right-hand men" for the university
president Jed to some of those survey results. He said although he stood by thl!
president's decisions. he didn't always agree with them.
"What happens as a consequence of that is I caLch a Jot of arrows anll spears
that would normally go to the president because I'm the 'president'!-> man.'"
he said. "WeJI, if l wa.,n't the 'president' s man,' I wouldn' t be employed at
the moment. l've learned a great deal of what to do by the president. He's been
a great mentor, but no mentor is perfect."
Howard said he is not worried thnl current University President Kem
Alexander's son, F. King Alexander. is al~o contending for the Murray State
presidency. He said he is confident the Board of Regents and consulting firm
Kom/Fcrry lmemational will m:Jke a fair choice, and thl! family ties hetwel!n
the sitting president and the candidate will not alter the 1>C<1rch outcome.
"I'm optimistic this will be a fair and open search," he said. "I hope that all
candidates are looked at for their merits and for the best fit to the institution.''

, G. DANa.HowAAD

o

I

F. I<JNG AuxANoet

EDITOR IN CHIEF

EDITOR IN CHIEF

California State

F. King Alexander said he feels his experience
" I'M AN
studying anu teaching higher education classes and
ADVOCATE FOR shaping public policy are qualities that would aid him
a president of Murray State University.
ACCESS AND
" I understand the environment," Alexander
AFFORDABILITY. n said_. ''lt.~ink I could bring quite a bit of experience (to
.
thejob),
Alexander is currently an assistant professor at the University of Illinois
OJ! Urbana-Champaign and the Director/Program Coordinator of the Higher Educution Program. which was ranked by U.S. News and World Report
in the nation' .., top 20 in 2000-2001.
Even though he lacks administrative experience, Alexander as5ured fac·
uhy members on Wednesday that he has worked closely with university
presidents in the pa~t .
In the fa\.·ulty mt:eting. Alexander spoke in favor of supporting tenure
and of involving faculty in budget decisions.
"I'm not experienced in the expenditure of educational resources,"
Alexander sa1d. •· ... I do believe input (from the faculty) is needed and
greater input is necessary in allocation."
In fact. much of Alexander's speech focused on faculty and administrators working with issues they nrc most knowledgeable about.
"What I am not is n micro-manager," Alexander said. "I'm very reliant
on you (the faculty.)"
In a meeting Wednesday afternoon with the Student Government Associnlion. Alcxl\nder expressed that student satisifaction should be a priority
in decision making at the University.
"I don't want any other student to have any advantage over you because
they chose another in:-titution," Alexander said. ''I want you to have everything you need. the best possible education. the best possible facilities. I
think it is the job of the president to pursue that agenda. to reward you for
your investment in Murray State University."
Alexander cited a campus recreational center as "a major priority this
campus needs."
"This is nut just about recreation.'' Alexander said. "This b about common bonding. common ground on this campus for faculty and students to
interact."
On a national level, Alexander said that he was concerned with student
loan debt.
" I don' t know. hut I may be the first president of this institution that's
walking in here Wtth a student Joan debt," Alexander said. "I've got
$28,000 in student loan debt that I'm still paying back."
Alexander said he had spent a lot of time in Washington working on
is~mes of college cost.
However, Alexander could not promise students that there would not be
any tuition increase~.
"I can't say that there';; not going to be tuition increases. but they're not
gomg to be substantial in many ways and it will be carefully done,"
Alcxanucr said. ''I will seek your input.''
Alexandt:r :-aid dealing with that ''type of cost" would enable him to
work more effectively with it.
Said Alexander: "I'm an advocate of access and affordability."
Urbana·Champaign

LOREE STARK

DONALD BATES

UnNerslty of IllinOIS·

University

"

One candidate for the Murray State University

I KNOW WHAT presidency did not wait until this week to visit can1pus.
A COUEGE

He walked among students during a summer academic
session, asking que:-tions and gathering concerns.
EDUCATION CAN
Donald Bates. currently Dean of tht! School of
DO IN
Management at California State Univer~ity- Dominguel
CHANGING YOUR Hills. _took an unannounced tnp to. Murr:dY to visit ~am
pus alter he learned he was a candtdate lor the presuJenLIFE."
cy. Although it wm. a summer session, he 1alkellto about
50 students and nsked 1hem questions about why they
chose Murray and how the University could be improved.
"I'm very student oriented, and the University has to undeiStand the main
reason they're here is to service the :;tudents and for them to be studentfriendly in everything Murr.ty State doe.s," Rate~ :-aid in an inlerview on
Wednesday. "I feel so strongly ahoutthat because I'm a fin;t g~:nemtmn col ·
lege studem myself. I know what n college education can do in changing
your life."
The three areas the Mudents he spoke with said needt:d the mo~t improvement were renovation or refurnishing the rooms and inside~ of the re~iden·
tial colleges, getting more campus events like Home~:oming in the spring
semester and working more technology into the curriculum.
Bates also said the faculty were ''the academic capital of the campus,'' and
he said he has never had problems with faculty relations in :tny of his positions at Caliromia State in Domingue£ Hills and Lung Re<tch. LaVerne or
Indiana State University.
Faculty Se!Ulte President Bill Call after the faculty meeting with Bates on
Thursday said he was impressed with Bates.
"Ba~>ed on what he said today and what I've learned by checking background sources from where he's been, I'm very positive on him,'' Call said.
"(ln my personal opinion) by the same measurements, he's the only candidate I find acceptable. Dr. Alt!xander to me doesn't have the expertence
necesary for the job. On Dr. Howard, we've: heard some worri -;orne teedback reports from where he's been.''
Like the other candidates G. Daniel Howard of North Alabama and F.
King Alexander of the University of Illinois-Urbana Champaign, Bates has
experience in fundraising. including gelling the largest monetary gift donated to ISU in its 135-year history.
If named president. Bates said he wants to h:1ve annualmeeungs with the
faculty and students in an an formal setting such as lun~,;h at one of the dining
halls. Bates would abo prefer to teach a cia.~~ every two yean;. alternating
between undergraduate and graduate courst!.'i. Bates has taught both at every
institution he has hdd an administrative position.
"You've got to make yourself accessible.'' he said. "An administrator's
biggest problem io; becomin~ i">lated fmm the stutknts. You get in your
office and worry about budgets and dealing with the legislature. You've got
to make time to get out on campu~ and get the pulse. know what's going on.''
The tour major areas Bates ti!els the presidl'nt of a university must be com pell!nl at are strategic thinkmg. program development und devdoping partnerships. ambassadorial skills and fundraising
"The states are not funding at the levels they have in the pa<;t anu they are
expecting more." Bates .;aid. "For us at Murray to continue to deliver i!'
going to require the pre:.ident to spend a considerable amount of time
fundrJ.ising."

AP NSTATON
Gamma Rho New Member Class

Sl(IIHa Sl(IIHa Sl(IIHa

Fall 2001

TERRAPIN STATION ~
920 s. t2th st.

I 753·8926

Dawn Barwig
Kendra Brown
Rachel Bonow
Sarah Calvin
Jenny Drake
Johannah Dueker
Ashley Givens
Ashley Green
Kelly Hard
Heather Isom
Megan LaFollette
Kristen McGill
Jaime Mattingly
Michelle Matzke
Holly Niles

Jennifer Oliverio
Courtney Pollock
Kristy Tiawell
Ibeth Souffront
Lauren Weider
Lindsay Wiggishoff
Dusty Witherspoon
Ashley Zenner
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Recruitment numbers
similar to previous years
BY MORGAN HARDY
CONTRIBUTING W RITER

This year's soronty recruitment
enjoyed success similar to past years,
placing approximately 120 women
among the fi ve campus Panhellenic
social sororities.
Ginny Richerson, Panhellenic
Council adviser. said about 170
women registered for the 2001 sorority recruitment, a number similar to
the 160 to 180 figures of pac;t
" This was pretty much typical."
Richerson said. "We kept the deadline
open until the first day of classes.
which probably doubted the registrations. which is a good thing."
Because of the number of registrations, quota. or the number of girls a
sorority can take in a semester, was
set at 28.
Quota was down only one from last
year, and all but one sorority met the
quota number. One sorority, Alpha
Gamma Delta, was able to exceed its
quota number by two because of the

years.

Ryan Brooks/The News

Kandis Garland (wearing crown), freshman from Murray, is surrounded by ber Alpha Gamma
Delta sisters as Lane eonison, sophomore from Murray, welcomes her Into the sorority.

way its national organization calculates sorority membership numbers.
'1'here's a lot of different rules that
go into how those numbers are figured up,'' Rebecca Francis, Alpha
Gamma Delta president. said. "It' s
just one of those things where we
have been figuring up numbers differently than Panhetlenic rules. We're
really excited about being able to do
that.''
Francis said she was pleased with
how sorority recruitment was conducted this year, including recruitment during the first week of school.
Two years ago, sorority recruitment
took place before the beginning of
classes, and last year, it took place
during the second week of classes.
" I think (the first week) is a pretty
good week to do it,'' Francis said.
"When I went through recruitment, it
was the first week of school. I saw the
pluses and minuses then. and I see the
pluses and minuses now. But it' s a
good compromise between the logistical problem<~ of holding it before
school and the stress caused in the

second week."
Jennifer Gourley. president of
Alpha Delta Pi. said she was pleased
with the results of sorority recruitment. a~; •well as the preparations
made by the Panhellenic Council,
which included a recruitment workshop for all sororities.
"We got some good, quality
women that we are proud to have,"
Gourley said "We got some women
that we are proud to call sisters."
· Gourley said Alpha Delta Pi would
be holding continuous recruitment
throughout the year to meet the 28
woman quota allotment for the sorority. a policy that has become increasingly popular among national organizations.
Despite not making the quota,
Gourley said she was generally happy
with the way recruitment works.
" I think the process is good," Gourley said. "My only wish is that it was
a little longer so that the potential
members would have more of a
chance to get to know the sisterhood
and each chapter a linle better."

· Renovation to campus buildings continues on schedule
STAFF REPORT

Many construction proJects begun
last semester were completed over
the summer. and new construction
projects are ready to take their place.
Vice President of Facilities Management Dewey Yeatts discussed the
new and completed projects.

•Science Building
The design of the building is on
-;chedule, Yeatt~ saiu the bidding
should ~tart around Apri l 2002 with
construction beginning in June 2002.
The sticky point currently. YeatL">
said. b how much state funding the
University will get to help complete

the project.
The Murray City Council will
decide whether to close part of
Hamilton Street to help with the construction at their monthly meeting on
Thursday.
The City Planning Commission
already approved the idea at its last
meeting two weeks ago.

•Carr Health Building
The building is complete. Classes
are being held there once again and
the campus community should have
access to the facilities. Yeatts said.
The items left to complete include
hanging pictures and bulletin boards
back up.

•Alexander Hall
Education Building

Spring-semester classes.

•Alumni Center

The construction on the inside
and outside of the .building is
going well, Yeatts said. Contractors are expected to be finished in
December in time for the building.
with new furniture, to be ready for

After delays. construction on the
building, located near Roy Stewart
Stadium, has started with a completion date set for March 25.

2002.
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This Week

Unity Day encourages diversity

•SGA- Student Government Association
applications for freshBY EMILY BLACK
man senator positions .
COLlEGE LIFE EDITOR
are available in the
SGA office on the
Although many issues face Murray State
Curris Center first
University, diversity and cultural awareness
floor.
on campus are some of the most important
•Cinema Internaand difficult to talk about. On Sept. 13, the
tional"Chacun
Student Government Association and the
Cherche Son Chat
Campus Activities Board hope to eliminate
("When the Cat's
some of the problems surrounding the topic
Away"). 7:30 p.m.•
by sponsoring Unity Day.
Curris Center The"Unity Day is a day where \\e bring stu·
ater. Free admission.
dents. faculty. staff and people in Murray
together," Travis Tandy. multicullural
awareness chair of the CAB, said. "Everyone
with different backgrounds (will) have a
chance to get together and try to understand
•Cinema International"Chacun
where the other is coming from.''
Cherche Son Chat
("When the Cat's
Away") 7:30 p.m.,
Curris Center Theater. Free admission.

• saturday

Unity Day will be held at the Curris Center
and will feature many activities for students.
It will begin at 10 a.m. with a welcome in the
Dance Lounge. From I I a.m. to 5 p.m. photo
buttons and other activities will be held in
the Rocking Chair Lounge and at 5:30p.m. a
Unity March will take place.
The march will begin at Regents College,
continue around White College and Racer
Arena and end at Regents College. Tandy
said the Unity March has been a part of Unity
Day for the past four )tars. Unity Day will
conclude at 7 p.m. with a Scribes and Vibes
se:osion at Sunset Strips.
"Scribes and Vibes is a time where students on campus can read poems. sing or play
music.'' Tandy said. "It just gives everyone a
chance to listen to different students speak

their mind."
Tandy said Scribes and Vibes has been one
of the most popular events sponsored by the
CAB with the exception of concerts brought
to the campus.
Although afternoon games have been
scheduled in the past. Tandy said that
because of low attendance during the last few
years, they have decided to leave out them
out.
Tandy also said the turnout for Unity Day
has not been consi:.tent.
"Unity Day is important because when you
look around Murray State University, you
can see that we are becoming more and more
culturally diverse," Cherie Stubblefield.
coordinator of African American Student
Services and Ethnic Programs, said. "Unity

Festival
brings
flavor to
Murray

• sunday
•Bible Study- 9 a.m.,
University Church of
Christ.
•Bible Study- Chi
Alpha. Elizabeth College back lobby. 9: 15
a.m. Rides to the
church of your choice
afterwards.

•Team

Xtreme-

BY EMILY BLACK

Tearn Xtreme 7 p.m.
• in Lovett Auditorium.

COLLEGE liFE EDITOR

• monday
•Auditions- "OkJa·
homa" auditions 6
p.m. in the Performing Arts Hall Theatre.
•lntr amurals- Softball Official's Clinic
from 7 to 9 p.m. in the
City Parle fields. All
male teams must have
at least two officials
present.

Landee Bryant/Guest

Hoosier Daddy. one of many local bands trying to break into the music business, got their start in Murray. With new restaurants
and businesses opening, Murray's music scene is greatly expanding.

0

T
• tuesday
•Auditions- "Okla•,

homa" auditions at 6
p.m in the Performing Ans Hall Theatre.
•lntramurals- Softball Official's Clinic
from 7 to 9 p.m. at
City Park fields.
•CABCampus
Activities
Board
meeting. 4:30 p.m.
Curris Center Ten·
nessee Room

• wednHday

"'

•SGA- Student Government Association
Student Senate meet·
ing. 5 p.m. Curris
Center
Barkley
Room.
•SGAFreshman
Senator applications
must be submitted in
the SGA office, Curris Center first floor
by noon

• thursday
•Cinema International- • "Not One
Less," 7:30p.m. Curris Center Theater.

To post information
in the calendar, phone
762-4480 or fax it to
762-3175.

Day gives a chance for people of all ethnic
backgrounds to come together.''
Stubblefield said Unity Day is a good
opportunity to learn about other activities
happening outside of one's regular agenda.
"It is • basically a chance to network,
because once you meet people, it gives you a
chance to participate in what everyone else is
doing," Stubblefield said.
Unity Day is open to everyone on campus
as well as those in the community. Tandy
said refreshments will be available for all
who attend.
" Jn my opinion, Unity Day should be one
of the most important and well attended programs that we sponsor.'' Tandy said. "I
would like to encourage more students to get
involved and attend the SGA events."

F
A

H
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BY EMILY BLACK
COll EGE LIFE EDITOR

The dream of becoming a rock star is a
common one The problem with the dream is
that one must have talent and a great amount
of patience to actually make the dream come
true. Getting started in a small town like Murray can make it all that much more difficult.
Despite these setbacks many local bands
still look at Murray as a place to begin their
musical careers.
"Getting started in Murray totally depends
on how good you are," Jon McDaniel, vocalist for the band Hoosier Daddy, said. "If you
can get five good musu:ians to begin with,
then it's pretty easy to get started."
Local bands that form around Murray are
usually groups of friends who are all musically talented and want a better way to spend
their free time.
"We were all friends before we even got the
idea of getting a band together:· Casey
Hutchins. a member of Dog's Mercury. said.
"We were all ju~t 'iitling around and decided
that maybe we should try io get a band togeth er."
Although not all band members start out as
friends. in a college ~cuing. finding a musician willing to join a good band is not often
difficult.
"I was at a Pike party one night and saw
these guys playing and got the word to them
that if they needed a singer. then I was avail·
able," McDaniel said . "That's how I got
together with them."
Trying to build an audience in Murray can
also be a problem for many beginning bands,
Although fraternity parties and local bars can
provide a base audtence. 11 often helps if the
band has already been heard by o ther people.
"We never really had to go through that
phase that most bands have to go through o f
trying to build a crowd," McDaniel said.
•·we've been lucky and never really had to
play for small crowds. We've always had
friends to come and see us and spread the
word that we are a good band to listen to."
ln previous year~. if a band wanted to get

started in Murray, there were few venues for Kyle Ritz, bass player for Hoosier Daddy,
them to perform. The usual places were fra- said. "We have one for fraternity parties
ternity parties and neighboring bars such as around here and one that works with us more
the Big Apple Cafe and Largo's. However, on the bar scene."
with the passing of the restaurant referendum,
A place to begin recording is also some·
more venues are becoming available.
thing that is hard to come by in Murray.
"When I first got to Murray. the only place Bands usually have to travel to cities such as
you could play at in town was a place called Nashville to get their music recorded.
"We originally made plans to leave Murray
The Wag, which isn't even in business anymore." Matt Wiley. who has performed with and go out on the road. but we were given the
local bands Worm Wood and Hayseed, said. opportunity to begin recording," Ritz said.
"It i~ still pretty limited, but since alcohol "We have had the chance to record two days a
week in Nashville . . working 12 hours a
came to Murray it's beginning to open up."
"Things have been better since they have day."
allowed alcohol in Murray," McDaniel said.
Ritz and McDaniel said they have been able
"There hac; been more of a music atmosphere to spend their band's time in the studio
since then. We've been able to play scaled- recording their own !longs. which is a change
down versions of our shows at places like El for them because they started out playing
cover songs.
Tequila."
Although Murray has opened up quite a bit
Although spending time in a recording stusince the passing of the restaurant referen- dio can benefit a band in many ways, there are
dum, fraternity parties are often still a popular times when it can also put things on hold.
way for bands to get started.
··we are still planning to go out on the road
•·the crowds at fraternity parties are usual- when we stop recording," Ritz said. "We've
ly bigger and louder. which do make them a had to cancel a lot of things right now because
of us recording."
little bener to play," Hutchins said.
"At fraternity parties there is a lot more
Unfortunately. playing in a band can also
room and it's ju:;t more of a rock atmosphere take up most of a musician's tame and force
than at a bar," McDaniel said. "At the bars them to give: up other things that are important
.we have to keep things a little more under to them. such as their personal lives and
c;~:hool.
control."
Although Murray is making progress in the
"None of us are taking classes right now,"
number of its performing venues with the Ruz said. "We all decided to take some time
opening of places like Saturdays, it may also off and focus more on our music,''
be necessary for bands to get out of Murray
Although Murray's size and location can
and play their music to a different audience.
cause complications for some bands, it can
"With a crowd away from here. they don't also open up new aspects of music for some.
know us, so it's automatically out of control;'
''I'm currently in a new band called Bu~hog
McDaniel said. "We get a chance to really and we basically cover pop songs, but we
feel like a band. When we're around here, cover them in a blue-gra<.,s styk," Wiley said.
everyone knows us. so we· re just the guys that "In a place like Murray, it can really work."
they see everyday who happen to play in a
Even though Murray has a downside for
band."
those wanting to make it big in the music
Although the musicians in the band are the business, things appear to be looking up.
"This is the first time in Murray that you
main ingredients. most band~ also need someone to help them find place\ to perform and can actually play at a dtfferent place every
get booked. This is where an agent or manag- weekend," Wiley said. "We are really looker also comes into play.
ing forward to performing at all the different
"We basically have to have two agents,'' places."

The celebration of food in the Western Kentucky area is not an unusual thing. Benton celebrates potatoes and Paris celebrates fish. Now
Murray will be joining the list with its first Ice
Cream Festival. The Ice Cream Festival will be
held Saturday at the Murray-Calloway County
Park.
Although it may seem like ice cream is an
unusual thing to celebrate, the decision to begin
the Ice Cream Festival was actually very simple.
"We needed a fall festival,'' Judy Gargus of the
Murray Tourism Commission said. "We have
Freedom Fest for the summer, but we didn't have
anything that happened in the fall. We couldn't
think of anywhere else in this area that held a festival just for ice cream and just thought that it
would be a fun idea."
The lee Cream Festival will include many
activities that are open to the public.
Brad Steele, Murray-Calloway County park
director, said there will be carnival games, concession booths. a horseshoe toss. inflatable
games, a football throw and many other events.
Personnel from Purity-brand ice cream will also
be giving out free ice cream.
There will also be a homemade ice cream con·
test at the festival. The overall winner of the con·
test will be awarded a $1,000 prize. First and second runners-up will receive prizes of $100 each.
In conjunction with the Ice Cream Festival, a
Miss Ice Cream Fest Pageant will be held at 9
a.m. The pageant is open to all girls age eight and
below.
Participants may preregister for the pageant for
$35 by calling the park's office at 762-0325. Participants may also register for $40 from 7 to 8:30
a.m. on the day of the festival.
The categories for the pageant will be as follows: 0 to 12 months, 13 to 23 months, 2 to 3
years. 4 to 5 years and 6 to 8 years
Steele said the festival will also feature two
bands and Joe Baker, a cowboy poet from Mis·
so uri.
Although the Murray Tourism Commission
and the Murray-Calloway County Parks and
Recreation Department are in charge of the
events. many other sponsors who also have activities planned for the festival.
Country Music Television will be setting up a
promotional truck crew to greet the public at the
festival. The CMT truck will feature a wall of
monitors showing country music videos. In addition. CMT will also be conducting several games
and drawings for hats, t-shirts and other prizes.
The CMT truck will be open from I I a.m. to 3
p.m. on Saturday.
Electric 96.9 is also sponsoring the Ice Cream
Festival and will be conducting a live broadcast
from the event.
Tho"e involved with the festival are optimistic
that it will be fun for the Murray area and the
Parks and Recreation Department.
"I want the park to continue to grow,'' Steele
said. "I also hope that this will show everyone
how important the park is in the community. I
hope that this gtves the members of the community, especially the children. something to do."
The Ice Cream Festival and all the activities are
open to the public. Admission is free.
''We think that this is a really fun idea and we
encourage everyone, including the college students, to come out to the festival," Gargus said.
for more information on the Ice Cream Festival and the event'> taking place throughout the
day. contact the Murray-Calloway Country Paries
and Recreation Department or the Murray
Tourism Commission office at 759 - 2199.
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Theater highlights indie films

•music
1. Maxwell - "Now"
2. Juvenile - "Project English"
3. Various Artists - ."Now T'
4. Alicia Keys- "Songs In A

BY MICHAEl DRIVER
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

With a le~s than spectacular summer for
Hollywood ''blockbusters" - many lastS. 'NSync - "Celebrity''
ing only two weeks before losing more
than 50 percent of their ticket sales people are finding alternatives to mainstream movies. Maiden Alley Cinema;
which opened five weeks ago between
Kentucky A venue and Broadway at 112
Maiden Alley in Paducah, is offering one
Source: Associated Pre!>~
su~:h alternative: independent lilms.
The theater is the brainchild of Bob
Shapiro. founder and president of the
Paducah Film Society, a nonprofit organi1. Jeepers Cree~,>ers
zation
for the spread of culture through
Starring Gina Phtlips and
film
.
Justin Long
He ~tarted the organization in the '90s
2. Rush Hour 2
to bring the films he saw in larger cities to
Starring Jackie Chan and
western Kentucky. an area that rarely saw
Chris Tucker
anything but mainstream films.
3. American Pie 2
The Paducah Film Society showed
Starring Jason Biggs and
films
at the Market Houc;e Theater in
Shannon Elizabeth
downtown
Paducah until the o~ning of
4. The Others
society-run Maiden Alley, a forum dediStarring_ Nicole Kidman
cated to independent til rns. Independent
S. Rat Race
filmmakers often make the fthns for the
Starring Breckin Meyer and
love of artistry, usually without a large
Amy Smart
budget This puts the filmmakers in a
Source: Associated Pres~
place to constantly create new ideas in
order to draw auention from the public.
Jason Turner. director of Maiden Alley
Cinema, has only been with the Paducah
1. Dave Pilkey - ''Captain
Film Society since July, but said the
Unde!)Jants and the Wrath of
made since then has been
progress
the W1cked Wedgie Woman··
tremendous. The theater. now fully oper2. Clive Cussler - "Vahalla
ational, was a warehouse just a year ago.
Rising"
It took six full months of dedication by
3. Bruce Wilkinson - "The
Paducah Film Society members. all of
Prayer of Jabez"
whom have jobs outside of the PFS. and
4. Spencer Johnson - ''Who
contractors to prepare the theater for
Moved My Cheese?"
opening.
S. Tom Clancy - "The Bear
The facilities and equipment are top of
and the Dragon''
the line, Turner said. The projector is only
seven years old, as compared to 30 to 40Source: Assuciated Press year·old setups used in many theaters.
The reclining seats in the theater closely
resemble a studio screening room.
In addition, the sound system is the
newest model of Dolby Digital surround
http:/fwww.imdb.com
sound available and the films are 32mm
Tired of aimlessly searching
rather than the 16mm films used during
the Web trying to figure out
the Market House showings.
what other movies Paul
The theater currently shows films FriRuebens has been in besides
"Pee Wee's Big Adxenture?'' .. day, Saturday and Sunday. while the
t River Heritage Museurrl ani.t the Center
Look at ttie Internet Movie
for Maritime Education, both partial ownDatabase for tons of trivia,
ers of the theater, make use of the buildquotes and much more.

Minorn

•web site of the week

Tonight
Saturdays - Basementality,
9p.m.

Saturday
Big Apple Cafe- P Jones
Band, 9:30.
Largo's - Big Larry
Williams. 9 p.m.

•1hour drive
Paducah- Celebrate Pride
Party Nite at The Pride Factory during bar hours tonight at
harpo-onl ine.com

Malden Alley Theater shows independent films sucb as "George Washington."
ing during the week.
Upcoming films include the deadpan
comedy "Gho~t World," there-release of
the Vietnam classic ..Apocalypse Now''
and ..The Man Who Wasn't There,''
which made a splash at the Cannes Film
Festival earlier this year.
Choosing which independent films to
show at Maiden Alley can be a complicated task.
"We (the PFS) do a lot of research,"
Tumer said. "We all get together and talk
about what we've seen online and heard
from our friends in bigger cities."
Turner said he hopes Paducah and the
PFS can eventually host a film fe:.tival
lhat will draw not only area viewers, but
those from surrounding states as well.
Although it seems that such a fe~tival is
far off, Turner said he was optimistic, and
the response to the theater has been good.
Maiden Alley Cinema shows a diversity of films that everyone can enjoy while
expanding the cultural and artistic base of
the area. Independent and foreign films
are often balanced with modem clao;sics
such as "Raiders of the Lost Ark."
Movie information and showtimes are
available at (270) 441-7007 or at
www.MaidenAIIeyCinema.com. "rickets
are $6 for adults and $4 for students and
children.

A 0

an

Mr. MSU
Friday, Sept. 14th, 7 p.m.
Lovett Auditorium

of your decision.

''Broke My Chain!''

For more information
call: 1-800-525-3456.

No Problem
Broken chains, ring sizing or loose
stones ...
See the Jewelry Repair Specialist

J.T. Lee,
759·1141

•

Je~e1er
Monday- F r 1day
10a.m.-6p.m.

" Wher e your id eas turn t o gold. "
i\cccptmg D1scover. VISA. Amcncan Express. and Master Card

The Ltre House
1506 Chestnut ,Street

6

www LHouse.org

All

strvicts
fru nf

•Free Pregnancy Test
chargt.
•Information About ALL Choices
•Caring and Confidential Help

THE WHOPPER® SAYS:
"Nothing can beat a Burger King® Triple Play!"
For a lmited time only, come Into our locally owned
participating Drury Restaurants, Inc. Burger King®
and purchase a Cheeseburcer for 49¢,
a Double Cheeseburger for only 99¢,
or a Triple Cheeseburger for $1.49!
Partlcloating locations include..i.
Kentucky: Paducah, Benton, Kuttawa, Murray

·---------------------------~----------------------------·

A "Whopper®'' of a Deal!

Present this coupon and with purchase of a WHOPPER® sandwich
at regular price, get another one FREE! L.i mited time only/

..,
•

Maiden Alley Cinema is featuring David Gordon
Green's ftrst feature film, "George Washington.''
The film was shot using both narrative and documentary style filmmaking. Green's direction has
been compared to that of Terrence Malick, director of "Badlands" and "The Thin Red Line."
"George Washington" is a film about a group of
children in a depressed small town who have to
band together to cover up a tragic mistake. The
film is not rated and runs 95 minutes.

Dance the night away at 7:30
p.m. tomorrow in the Irvin
Cobb Hotel ballroom.
At 1 p.m. Sunday in the Anna
Baumer Building enjoy a
potluck style lunch with an
auction and games.

• 2 hour drive
Nashville- Enjoy Midway
rides, fun and games today
throu8h Sunday. 10 a.m. to
midmght. at the Tennessee
State Fair. Fair admission is
$6 for adults. Tonight and
tomorrow night for an additional $I 6 visitors to the fair
can watch Big Foot trucks in
the Monster Truck Thundershow.

•Showtimes

• 3 hour drive (or more)

Friday- 7, 9:15p.m.
Saturday- 2:30,4:45. 7, 9:15p.m.
Sunday - 2:30, 4:45, 7 p.m.

Louisville- Six Flags Ken-

•Tickets
Matinee, students - $4
Adults after 5 p.m. - $6

tucky Kingdom and WLRS
105.1 present the Louisville ·
Rock Showcase featuring Outspoken and Murray State
alumnus Bryan Fox, 4 p.m.
Saturday. Park admission is
$10 with three canned goods
for Kentucky Harvest.

Congratulations to our
newest rnernbers

Become an organ donor.
Sign the back of your
Kenruclcy Drivers License
or other Organ Donor Card and tell your family

Students
$4
Adults
$6
All Proceeds go the Arthritis Rese~rch.

01x1elnnd Cen t er

'George Washington' makes
Paducah debut this weekend

2118 Bndge St.

Be

Presents

.'

So you crammed all week,
took that last test and collapsed in a tired heap in your
dorm room. Don't let your
weekend suffer. All you need
is semi-reliable transportation, gas money and the sheer,
unadulterated will to have a
good time ...

• around town

•movies

•books

Road Trip

Kristy Ball
Danielle Belt
Beth Baril
Ashley Child!i
Alhleg Davis
Uzzie Donahauer
Beth Ann Dunavent
A!ihley Dunn
A!ihley &amble
Kandi!i 6arland
Jayme 6ordon
Brandi Harle!i&
Brooke Harri1
Je11ica Jones
Maegan Mathi!i

Amanda Medlin
Lind1ey Melton
Sarah Powell
A!ihley Pritchett
Kelly Reeve!i
Amy Roger~
Jamie !ihafer
Tiffany Shemwell
Dana !imith
Whitni !iteele
Landy !iyler
Lind1ay Tooley
[ri!ita Watkins
Kelly Willet
Je11ica Zelesky

Love,
Your Sisters in
Alpha Gamma Delta

Umlt 5 FREE WHOPPtRea with purcheae of I WHOPPtRes et recutar price.
Not to be UMd wllh MY ott- dlltcau1ts ... often lnclucltw FtN Item c:oupona . . . _ _ . drWw.
Void wtHire.l)fOhlblted by etata taw. State ealft tex mey be epplceble. Caeh , . , . 11100-.
02001 8uraer Kin& 8r1111d1 Inc. eaplree 9130/01
Good et ~•tina llur&• KJn&e R•taw~~nta: Ket~ludcy: Peducafl, Benton, Kuttawa, Mumt)l

·-----------------------------~--------------------------~-
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Fourth straight Division-1 opponent defeats Racer$
·ole Miss gains 499 yards

:

in convincing defeat of
·overmatched Murray State
Bv JusTIN McG1u
SPORTS EDITOR

Lust Saturday' s football game in
Oxford, Miss .• between Murray State
and Ole Miss was viewed by much of
the nation as an easy 49- 14 win for the
Rebels and an easy $250,000 check for
the Racers. MSU Head Coach Joe Pannun7io. however, did not see it that way.
" We came up here to get a win, and
we didn't do it, so rm n little disap• pointed," Pannunzio said. ..I'm proud of
our kids. I thought they played hard the
whole game."
PannunLio said the Racers. ranked
fourth in the preseason Ohio Valley
Conference football poll, displayed
characteriMics of 3 winning team in the
loss.
"I can tell we' re a tough football
team," Pannunzio said. " We' ve got kids
• that wo n' t quit. and they play hard."
The Racers made a good fi~t impres·
sion on Ole Miss, picked sixth in the
Southeastern Conference Western Division preseason poll. After MSU ' s
defense allowed nine yards o n the
• Rebels' first six plays. the Racers exe, cuted a five-play. 66-yard scoring drive
that ~tarted with a 26-yard pass from
sophomore quarterback Stewart Childre~s to junior running back Mario
Riley.
Junior Billy Blanchard scored MSU's
fi~t touchdown of the season on a sill·
yard run. Sophomore kic ker Shane
Andrus converted the extra point try,
giving MSU a 7-0 lead.
Ole Miss quarterback Eli Manning
took over from there. After throwing
two incompletions in the first drive.
Manning completed a Rebel record 18
consecutive passes, a streak that include<i four touchdown passes. Manning ftn.
io;hcd the game with 271 passing yard~.
20 completions in 23 attempts and live
touchdowns, an Ole Miss single-game
record. Ole Miss held a 42-7 lead when
Manning was replaced by David Morris
late in lhe third quarter.
" We knew Eli was going to be a great
quarterback." Pannunzio said. " We ju~t
hoped it would be down the road.''
The Rebel offense was forced to punt
• on its next drive. The kick was returned
81 yards to the Ole Miss seven-yard line

by junior cornerback Malcolm Moore.
Two plays later, junior running back
Garner Byars scored the Racers' only
other touchdown o n a two-yard run that
ended the third quarter.
The final score of the game occurred
at the beginning of the fourth quarter
when Ole Miss kic k returner Jason
Armstead returned the kickoff 93 yards
for a wuchdown.
The loss marked the founh consecutive time the Racers have been defeated
by a Division 1-A opponent. a streak that
includes a 43-9 loss to Brigham Young
in 1998. a 49- 10 loss to Wisconsin in
1999, and a 44-28 loss to Middle Tennessee last season.
Pannunzio was pleased with the Racers' ability to gain yards, but displeased
with their inability to score.
''We've got to be able to finish drives," Pannunzio said. ''We moved the
ball around well. but we didn' t finish
drives."
Childress completed 13 of 24 pass
attempts for 125 yards and was intercepted o nce. Senior receiver Michael
Slater caught five pa.sses for 38 yards.
and junior receiver Marcus Christon
caught five for 33 yards. Byars led MSU
in rushing. gaining 36 yards on eight
anempts. Riley ran nine times for 32
yards. and Blanchard ran seven times
for 31 yards.
Moore finished the game with seven
solo tackles and a forced fumble in addition to his punt return, but said he would
have preferred a victory.
" It wasn ' t good e nough because we
d idn' t win," M oore said of his personal
achievements. " If I have a good indjvidual performance, and we lose, it doesn' t
mean anything. If I have a bad game and
we win, that's OK."
e Racers host Illinois State, led by
former MSU Head Coach Denver J ohnson, at 6 p.m. tomorrow at Roy Stewart
Stadium. ISU, ranked 16th in the preseason Division I·AA national poll. lost
to Western M ichigan 48-7 1ast Saturday.
T hat loss dropped ISU to 21st in the
poll. Pannunzio said the Racers' defense
must be prepared for a solid offensive
auack from ISU.
Said Pannun1io: "Denver's always
had some productive offenses, so I
wouldn' t expect anything different."

Photos by Ryan Brooks/The News
(Above) Murr ay State j unior r unning back Ma rio
Riley attempts to speed past a n airborn Ole Miss
defender in the fir st qua r ter of the Racers' 49-14
loss to the Rebels last Saturday.
(Right) Demetrick Westbrook, fresh man linebacker for the Racers, tackles Ole Miss wide
receiver Omar Rayford d u rin~ the second half.
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MSU

First d o wns

Ole Miss
28

Rush ing yards
Passing yards
Total yards

15
126
126

.303

252

499

Scoring b y quarter
MSU
7
Ole Miss
H

0
14

196

7

14

0
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Home run race lacks excitement
Sports Talk
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1998 WAS
EXCEPTIONAL

2001 IS NO
1998."

Throughout time there have
been many cherished M ajor
League Baseball records. The
consecutive game streak owned
by Lou Gehrig was thought to be
unbreakable until it fell to Cal
Ripken in 1995. T he 56-game hitting streak held by Joe Dimaggio
is a record that may never fall.
Many felt the 61 home runs hit by
Roger Maris in 1961 would also
stand the test of time. T hen came
the 1998 season.
The home run chase in 1998
walt exceptional. 200 I is no 1998.
In '98 there was Mark "Big
Mac" McGwire. the •·Babe Ruth"
of modern day baseball. Every atbat was an event. People would
gather around to see how far he'd
hit the next one and make sure to
capture the moment. 50.000 cameras would all go off at once when
McGwire was at bat. Win or lose,
if Mac hit one out of the ballpark.
people were satisfied.
On the other side of the race
stood Sammy Sosa. He showed
America and the rest of the world
what was right with sports. He
loved the spotlight. and the spotlight loved him. Phrases such as
"Baseball has been very. very
good to me," became the comments that followed Sosa througho ut the season. His hop out of the
battero;' box on his homerun
swings became his trademark. and
people loved him for it.
It was an unbelievable time in
sports history. Every morning
conversation would ~'>tart with.
"Did he hit one?" People would
debate on who would win. and
every person who caught a home
run ball was greeted by the media

with I5 minutes of fame. Mac a nd
Sammy were doing something no
o ne had seen in over thirty years.
and the world loved il. I have
watched sports all my life. and I
will re me mber the 1998 season
for as lo ng as I live.
Barry Bonds of the San Francisco Giants and Sammy Sosa of the
Chicago Cubs are making a run at
the record and marching closer to
70 every day. On every sports
show there is 3 home run update
or a graphic that shows what each
slugger is o n pace to reach this
season. T he media is treating this
season like it is 1998 all over
again.
I am no t sure if the media realizes th is or not. but this is not
1998. Few people want to see the
record broken again. In '98 it was
something that had not been done
in more than thirty years. It was
fu n because most of us had not
seen anything like what Mac and
Sammy were doing each dny.
Most of all. it was fun because,
love or hate the Cardinab M the
C ubs, the players were loved for
what they were doi ng .
However. in 200 I we have
Barry Bonds. I realize that Bonds
is a Hall of Famer. That is a given.
He has mo re than 500 career
home runs and has been one of the
great hitters in the game during
the past ten years. My problem
with Bonds is that no one like~
him. Fans. teammates and the
media a ll have a reason or two not
to like Bonds.
Bonds is in the last year of his
contract and has made it known
this will probably be h is last sc:ason in San Francisco. Although he

i~ having the greatest season of h is
career. Bnnd-. is such a negative
person that 'it makes it hard for
people to root for him.
Sammy So-.a i'> c halkng ing
Bonds. Sammy is trying to conq uer the record set before him in
1998. Sosa once ag<•in has
become the great ambassador o f
baseball. and people love him for
that reason . He treats the game for
what it is - a g ame. I am pulling
for Sosa to beat Bo nds to 70 .
Why? Becau se S osa actuall y
treats the fans, other playe r~ and
the media with a great arnounl of
love and respect.
A~ a lifetime Cardinal ... fan . it is
very difficult for rne to root for
any Cubs player. I actually think it
io; against the Cardinal relig ion.
but Sosa deserves the record if it
will be broken at all. Sosa respects
the game and his accompli shments. Bond.; o n the other hand.
doe~n · l seem to care about anything l!xcept winning . Bonds io;
right, winning is the must important thing, but respect ing the
re<.:ord<. you arc c hu~ ing und the
game you are play ing i~ also
imponant.
I understand baseball is j u ... t a
game. and what w ill hnppc n. will
happen. Wo uldn' t it be nice 1to .,cc
70 stand as the record ? 01 couro.e
it would. tn my opinion. If it hao,
tu be broke n. wouldn ' t 11 be nice
to see baseball 's greatest ambassador. Sammy Sosa. hold o ne of
Major League R••~ehall ' ' most
cherished records?

Ke l'ill Tlwmas is aHiHaiiT
.\pon s ediro r of ''Tile Murray

State News. "

Summer training prepares
runners for 2001 season ·
BY TIM ALSOBROOKS
STAfF WRITER

New o;ernesters mean new c lasses.
new teacher!> and a new season of competition for Murray State's cross coun·
try team.
•
While most :students put college
behind them this summer, the c ross
country team did not tread too far away
from its normal experiences by having
summer training to keep in shape and
be more prepared for the start of a new
season .
Senior Jeremy Kirk said he has
already seen some payoffs of <.ummer
training.
" We just had, this week, our first mile repeats in practice. and everyone's
times were an improvement over o ur
first mile repeats from last year." Kirk
said.
The men's team returns six runners
and have picked three freshman lhat
:.eem to be coming in to their own a~
well.
"The runs have been pretty consistent
so far in our practices.'' Kirk said.
"Piuo; the new guys have come in and
seem to be fining in very well with
everything ,"
Di~tance coac h Pablo Sanchez j.., also
praising both the men's and wome n's
teams so far.
"I have been real pleased with our
number:- on bo1h teams and the overnll
quality of each run we do is continu:.~l 
ly improving," Sanchez. said.
The women have some returner., ns
well a s a gro up o r fre shman that could
ha ve a big impact later in the .seaso n.
"The women· ., team is a little k ss

experienced as far as age. b ut this is a
very good group o f frc~ hm an ladie5
coming in:· Sanchez sa1d.
Originally. bo th te ams were to cump~:te on Aug. 3 I in the Southern lnd•una Invitational, but instead, only the
men competed on Sept. I nt the Southern Illino is Fast Start.
The men fini shed third out of five
teams . Kirk placed third out of 46 ru nners with a time or 20 : 19.4H. on ly stx
:-.cconds behind the w1n ncr.
Other to p linishes for MSU included
junior Ryan Davis, who fini shed l l lh,
and freshman Brando n Lancaster, who
came in 14th.
For ead1 mee t, the men cornpete in 11
four-mile run. while the women cornpete in a two-mile run. Seven people
race for e ach :.quad . wilh the top five
fini,her~ scoring po mts for the team.
" The reaso n for seven n111ners i.., so
1hey can beat guy~ from another school
out for the positio n., and scoring
points.'' Kirk said.
The only real p m hle m so far ha ' been
the heal and hun11d aty the team hus
faced these last f~o.·w d ay-; in prnctice.
" Yo u rea lly do n' t get used to it: when
it's hot. it' ., hot," Kirk soad . "That'~
just one o f tho se th ing s that 1s going to
be a foetor until it cools o ff, b ec ause
there h nothing else you can d o .''
to.turray State \\ ill host the l\1 SU Invi tational at I 0 a .m . tomurrmv at the
Expo Center.
The men 's and wome n's tea ms have
two other meets ~c hed u l cd in Septembe r - the We o;tc rn Kentuc k)' O pen n n
Sept. 15 in Bo wling G reen and the
Va nderbilt Invita tiona l on Sept. 22 in
Nashville. Tenn.
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. amerByan,
r1'hmsa Reedy
Gamer Byars
and Theresa
Reedy are in this
eek's Racer
SportLighl
Byars, junior
running back, led
Murray State in

rushing last
.:j:Weekend against
Ole Miss with 36
yardS. His
dngest run was

for nine yards.
Byars finished
averaging 4.5

yardS per ca~
·~

ndhad one
touchdown. He
returned two

,. IQcb for 23 yards.
• •~rs had a four-

.

-yard rettim
to add to his performance.

• r\1 · "

Reedy, freshman soccer team
forward, scored
two goals in the
~5-3

win

~ver IUPU-Fort
ay:ne.

Reedy, who did
ot start the
ame, finished
with a team high
reeshotson

pl.

.

Reedy's first
1was scored
on a penalty kick
her second
oal came at the

82:31 mark ofthe

pme.
FastFICI
OnSept.10,

960, Mickey
Mantle hit the

longest homerun
in baseball history
643 .feet - in
Detroit against

the Tigers.
SOurce! eSPN

--·-·
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Volleyball loses first three

matches of season
In the first game of the season,
senior outside hitter jessica Wood
finished with 10 kills. However,
the volleyball team could not
overcome a deficit in all three
matches and fell to No. 33 Utah
State 3-0.
The Racers, led by junior outside hitter Undy Northcutt, were
playing in the University Park
Holiday Inn Classic at Fort
Collins Colo. Northcutt finished
with 11 kills. Junior setter Chrissy
Dabbert had a team-high 29
assists in the Racers' 1
loss.
junior outside hitter, Kristen
jones, and junior defensive specialist, Traci Buck, shared a team
high seven digs. Senior middle
hitter, Trena Fish, also finished
with a team high two blocks.
,MSU fell to No. 14 Colorado
State in its second tournament
game.
Murray State was once again
led by Wood with 14 kills and
Dabbert who had a team-high 23
assists and seven digs. Lindy
Northcutt also finished with two
aces.
In the team's final tournament
game, the Racers failed to salvage
a game by falling to No. 42

OVC Football
Standings
Tennessee State
Tennessee Tech
Eastern Illinois
Eastern Kentucky
Murray State
SEMO
UT-Martin

0-0
0-1
0-1
0-1
0-1

ur... a

,.,........... 10
111J.31
Slpl.l
IISU-14

.... c.

Rugby season begins

against Vanderblt
The men's rugby team will
open its season tomorrow against
Vanderbilt at 1 p.m. at the Intramural Fields. ·

....

Alll-6

....._n

Russelburg pitching in St.
Louis Cardinals' system
Fonner Thoroughbreds pitcher
Aaron Russelburg was drafted by
the Sl Louis Cardinals on June 6.
The right·handed pitcher, who
was a key starter last season for
the 'Breds, was drafted by the
Cardinals in the 26th round of the
2001 Major League Draft.
After five dominating starts
with New jersey, the Cardinals'
rookie league affiliate, he was
sent to Peoria, a stepping stone
for most Cardinals who travel
through the minor-league sys·
tem.
In his first start, Russelburg
allowed seven earned runs on 11
hits in only four and one-third

OVC Volleyball
Standings
1-0
1-0

Qat 11\Welab-45

Arkansas, 3-0.
Northcutt had a match-high 11
kills and Wood led the defense
with 8 digs. Dabbert had a matchhigh 26 assi<>ts.

Morehead State
UT-Martin
Austin Peay

EIU
EKU
SEMO
Tennessee Tech
Tennessee State
Murray State

511$-1
111'40
Ryan

Break on through:

MSU junior running back Mario Riley races through a hole created by a Racer offensive lineman during MSU's 49-14loss to the Rebels Saturday In Oxford, Miss.
innings. Since then he has
bounced back and is currently 4-3
with an ERA of 4.56. Russelburg
finished the 2001 season with the

1-2

1-2
0-0

0-3

SepL 7
UT·M vs. Ark.ln!IO!sSt 10.1.m,
Tennl'SSI'e St. v&. Mer,,.r 10 a.m.
UT ·M ' "· S. Missi»tppi 2.:30 p.m.
Ausltn Pcay VIi. MTSU .5 p m.
MSU vs. I..a ,·Lafayert•~ S p m
EKU@ M~rqu~tf<' 6 p m,
Mor~head 6Wb-G~'tn llay 7 p.m
SEMO @Wis.·Milwaulo;ec 7 p.m.
Teon St. @J,.;k!.onvillc St. 7 p.m.
r....orgta S!. 0 Tenn. f'e.:h 7:30 p m
l'IU v~. Navy 9 p.m.

Results are through games

ofSept. I.

'Breds with a record of 6-5 and a
team best 3.51 ERA. He also led
the team in strikeouts with 83 and
earned All-OVC Honors.

ovc

OVC Volleyball
Schedule
2-1
2-2
1-2
1-2
1-2

NeM

Soccer
Standings

EIU
SEMO
Tennessee Tech
Murray State
UT-Martin
Morehead State

Sports Briefly is compiled by
Assistant Sports Editor Kevin
Thomas.

OVC Women's
Soccer Schedule
2-0
2-Q
2-0
1-0

0-2
0-2

Sept. 7
Appalacht.tn St. @Morehe.1d noon
MSU 0 Trov St noon
Ark..Uttlc Rocke SEMO 2 p.m.
fenn. T~h v' Fla.Atlanltc 3:30p.m.
lndiana.St @ EIU 4 p m
UT·M@ Chnstian Brothers 7 p.m.
Sept.9
Tenn. T~h 0 Fla. Int. 1100 a.m
E. Michig.m 0 EIU I p.m.
Ark. St. G MSU 1 p.m.
UT·M 0 Memphis I p.m
Cf'nt. Ark. 0 SEMO 2 p.m.

Athletics Schedule
Men'1 and Women'• Cross Country
St.-pt. 8, Raa.or lm iutiona~ time TBA

SEM0-3
Belmoai.O

~

,__.1
tnJ.4
EIU-2

.......1
w.-St.-9
............0

Women's Volleyball
Sept 8 0 Troy St: (St.ul,il~. Misli.) noon
Sq>t. 8 0 MilS. St. 4.00 p.m.

.....

FootNII

-··· ••st..o

SepL 8 vs. lllinob Sl, II p.m,
Mm'sCotr
Sept 1(}.1I 0 Drury lnlt'mllleglate
(Cape Girardeau, Mo.), time TBA
Women'aGolf
Sept 10.11 OTenn. Te<:h Lady~
t.1 a,.;lc, hme TBA

l

a OmicRon pz

congratulations to Alpha Omicron Pi's
newest members
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Meghan Heine
Marie Adams
Melissa Barron
Amy Hille
Ashley Beyl
Kris Ann Kaiser
Michelle Byasse Leah Koster
Kari Lueke
Ashley Canup
Amanda Carter Katie Lueke
Stephanie McDaniels
Aimee CJymer
Annie Cruse
Andrea Miller
Brooke Davis
Raegan Morton
Chalise Schuyler
Kelly Drane
Kaci Ellison
Kelli Watson
Emily Wayland
Meredith Gates
Ashley Wheatley
Susan Green
Jennifer Guthrie Emily Wells
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The PotNer of Friend!ihip

Neighborhood Grill & Bar

If you are interested in a fun, exciting, lively environment,
then Applebee's is the place for you 1
Applebee's needs energetic, self-motivated individuals
who want to have fun and earn BIG BUCKS in the process.
we offer both part-time and full-time positions, and an
excellent benefit package!

Accepting applications for the following:
Cooks, Dishwashers, Prep Cooks, Food Expediters,
servers, Bartenders, Hosts/Hostesses

Apply in person beginning Mon.-Sat. from 8 a.m.-7 p.m.
at 816 North 12th St., Murray, KY
Also visit us at our website ... www.tandk.com

For management opportunities, mail or fax a resume to:
Thomas & King
Attn: Ruth Andrews
249 East Main st.
Lexington, KY 40507
t-877-233-4452 • Recruiting Hotline
FAX: (859) 253·23 t 7
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Soccer drops IUPU-Fort Wayne in season opener
BY CHRIS JUNG
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The Racer soccer t~am
kicked off their sophomore
season Sept. I with a 5-3 victory over the Mastndons of Indiana-Purdue-Fort Wayne.
The team, named the best
first-year program in Division
I last year. employed depth and
sharp passing to overcome
their opponent. The season
opener at Cutchin Field was an
aggressive battle with 46 fouls;
four yellow cards and three
attempted penalty kicks.
The Mastadons set the tone
early, scoring just four minutes
into the game. But J ulie Roche,
freshman midfielder. evened
things up with an unassisted
goal at the I 0 -minute mark
coming off an attempted corner kick. T heresa Reedy, freshman forward, then gave the
Racers their first lead of the
day. knocking in just the second penalty kick in team history with 1:47 left in the first

half.
The second half started like
the first as IPFW struck again.
tying the score at two when a
quick move allowed the Mastadons to score on an open
goal. IFPW would tack on one
more at the 28-minute mark.
giving them a one-goal advantage. The next 20 minutes went
back and forth. with a grueling
period of strong slide tackles,
head balls and high kicks.
The Racers fought back, and
with 20 minutes remaining.
junior midfielder Abbie Perez
brought the game back to a tie
with a hard shot on goal after
:tnother strong corner kick.
Three minutes later, Shelley
Corwin, freshman midfielder,
set up Abby Baden, sophomore
midfielder, for the go-ahead
goal, giving the Racers a 4-3
lead. The squad would then
seal the deal on Reedy's second goal of the match with
7:29 left in the game.
Karen Fitzharris, sophomore
goalie, did her part in the final

two minutes by coming up
with two saves, which kept
IPFW o ut of the net.
A highlight of the game
occurred when. with almost 20
minutes remaining, the coaching staff substituted four players at the same time. This gave
the Racers eight fresh legs and
allowed the team to turn up the
intensity. Head coach M ike
Minielli, coach of the year for
lirst-year programs, said he
believes the team's bench wi ll
play a vital role in its success.
" h ' s nice having the luxury
of being able to insert any
player at any time a nd not lose
a step," MinieJii said. " It's
really a bad match-up for other
teams that we play. Our bench
could play with a .l ot of teams'
starting line-ups."
The intense and veteran-like
play of several freshmen o n the
team caught the attention of
many onlookers, but Minielli
wasn't surprised by the performance.
"We went o ut a nd found

girls who make us taller and
fas ter." Minielli said. "We
have more athletes, we movt::
the ball quicker and our frc!.h man girls are really going to
make an impact."
The Racers, ranked preseason No. J in the Ohio Valley
Confe rence, will meet the
We~tem Kentud.:y Hilltopperli
in their next contest. After the
team's season opener. Minielli
saw several areas to address
before the next game.
"Western plays a more
intense
high-pressure
defense," Minielli ~aid. ''Monday and Tuesday we're really
going to work on moving
together bener as a team ::tnd
executing n quicker and sharper trnnsition. However. it is
still early, and a lot of the<.;e
things simply come with time."
The Racers are <.;cheduled to
play at noon today at Troy
State. MSU ' s next home mlltch
will take place at 1 p.m. Sunday against Arkansas State nt
Cutchin Field.
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BLUE AND GOLD CLUB
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For upcoming
information on the
presidenti_al search,
look for a special
edition of the

• Minimum of $50.00 To Open
• No Monthly Service Charge for Full Time
College Students
• Unlimited Check Writing
• First 50 Checks Free
*Murray State Checks are Available*
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VIDEO SUPER
STORE
Many of your favorite classics and new releases!

•Over 1200 DVD's in stock!
•New arrivals weekly.
3 Movies for 2 nights at $7.50
Bring the ad and receive $1 off
•714 N. 12th St.
OCPenney Shopping Center)

753-7670
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Childress expects national championship for Racers
Bv JusTIN McGtu
SPORTS

Eorroa

Stewart Childress has faith in the
Racer football team. He is pa~sionate
about Murray State's ability to win an
Ohio Valley Conference championship.
And he does not want to wait a season or two, either. He wants to win
now.
"I want three rings before I leave,
and I have three season!> to do that."
said Childress. sophomore quarterback
for the Racers. "( fully expect to win the
OVC championship every year f'm
here. If we don't, I'll be .shocked."
Childress said he sees no reason why
MSU should not be national champio~
in Division-! AA.
"Everybody talk.l. about wanting to
win a national championship, and I
believe this team can do that." Chil·
dress said. "We have all the characteristics. We just have to come together and
find that special click that we can play
on every week."
·
The biggest test of the season for the
Racers took place last Saturday night in
Oxford. Miss., when Ole Miss defeated
MSU 49- 14. Childress completed 13 of
24 pass attempts for 125 yards in the
contest. He said he maintained focus
during the game.
"I didn't pay aueotion to the score,"
Childress said. "I was just pleased with
our effon."
That effort netted the Racers the first
touchdown of the game. After a 56yard drive. junior running back BiJiy
Blanchard scored on a six-yard run.
Childress said the team was well prepared for the tirst drive of the season.

"We had been working on our firstdrive plays for a long time, so we had
the plays down pretty good." Childress
said. "They really didn't stop any of
them. As soon a.s we scored that first
touchdown, we were walking on air."
Childress. who was never sa~ked and
rarely hurried in the game, said he wa~
most pleased with the play of the offensive line against Ole Miss.
''The only times I got pressured was
when I knew l would, and that's my
responsibility," Childress !mid. ''They
did a great job blocking an SEC line
and blitz, and they did it with ease. We
only have one senior (on the line), so
we' II only get better.''
Childre:is said the crowd of more
than 45,000 at Ole Miss helped push
him to perform at his be.'it.
"You don' t get to do that every Saturday." Childress said of playing in
front of a large crowd. "It gels my
adrenaline pumping n little harder. I
love the crowd noise. Personally. I like
when they're yelling at us. lt gets me
pumped up and makes me play a step
faster. I wish I could play in front of
that e"·ery weekend. but I'm looking
forward to coming bnck to play for our
borne crowd."
The family atmosphere of the team
will help the Racers in their quest for a
national title, Childress said.
"In the past I don'tthink we gelled a.<,
a team very well," he said. 'Tm not
saying that there was tension betwt:en
teammate:., but you' ve got to have that
sense of togetherness and unity. I sense
that we have a lot of leaders on the lield
right now, from upperclassmen to
underclassmen. That's what's going to

take us far."
Childress. who had never played
quanerback before his senior sea,on at
Caldwell County High School in
Princeton, said he does not feel as much
pressure this season a'i he did in 2000.
"Last year, I really didn't know that
much about being a quarterback,'' Childress -.aid. 'The coaches had to start
from square one and go really slow.
This summer I concentrated on watching a lot of film. and I'm further nlong
than I was la't year. I feel I'm ready to
lead th1s team and take more responsibility on my shoulders.''
Childress said the addition of quarterback Will Hall. junior transfer from
Northwest Mississippi Community
College, has helped his game.
"He's a great quarterback, and I'm
glad we got him," Childress said. "We
make each other better. Having somebody as good 3.\ he is makes me step
my game up. We have a little competition going on. but we're the best of
friends. rr something was to happen to
me, he could lead this team just as well
as I could."
Hall likewi~ said the closeness be
and Childress share makes the team
better.
"It' s good foe the team that we're
close." Hall said. ''They've seen Uli
being close and competing with each
other, and it's brought us together."
Childres.'> said he is driven most by
what every team strives for- victories.
"I like to think of myself as a good
competitor," Childress said. "I hate to
lose, but knowing you're going to lose
sometimes. you have to be ready to
pick your team up."

Ry.m Brook.JThe News

Stewart C hildress (left), sophomore q uarterback, talks to two of his targets - junior wide receivers
Travis Lueck and Desmond Collins - during a break i.n the action last Saturday at O le .Miss . Child ress completed 13 of24 pass attempts for 125 yards in MSU's 49-14 loss to the Rebels.

Newman's Barber Shop

-Tan all month for$ 19.95
-50% off tanning products

is open

Hours: Tuesday-Friday 8 :00 a.m . to 5:00 p.m.

thru Friday "...

1

Walk-Ins Welcome

"''"""'

10 a.m.~2 ........~·-··
& 5 p.m.•-8 P~:m·

615 South 12th St.
Suite A-1
Murray, KY 42071
Cell: 270-339-0265

OFFICER CANDIDATES
WANTED- GO FOR THE GOLD

Kentucky Army National Guard is accepting applications
for O fficer Candidate Programs. This includes Direct Commission,
ROTC/Simultaneous Membership Program and
Office Candidate School
BENEFITS INCLUDE-FREE COLLEGE TUITION ASSISTANCE,
in addition to the Army College Fund and the
Montgomery Gl Bill.

a

Call 2nd Lieutenant Travis Carpenter @ (502) 395-0048
to schedule an appointment
CALL NOW - LIMITED OPENINGS

658 B N. 12th St. 753-6500
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Kun Warner. Man;hall Faulk. Isaac Bruce.
The only NFL ream to in history to put up b:11;k
to back 500-point sea..;ons.. Who could ask for
an) thing more?
Well. with a Jiule help on defenSe:: this year.
the SL. Louis Rams look to regain thetr unstoppable form and go for their ~cond championship in three years.
Which team has the best chance to !>top ''The
Greatest Show on Earth?"
Many teams have a legitimate chance this
:-;eason. Division by division, the NFC is
-:.tronger this year than in the past three seasons,
which puts a lot of pressure on every team.
The NFC East ha.s three Super Bowl contenders. La't year's NFC Champions, the New
York Giants, look to continue their 2000 success. However, they did nothing in the off-season that shows improvement from last sea~on .
Many were lucky to make it to the "big show"
l a~t year and may need more luck to return in
2001.
The Philadelphia Eagle~ could make a charge
for the NFC crown this season. Running back
Deuce Staley rerums from injury to a team that
was one game away from the NFC Championship last season.
On the bubble is Daniel Snyder's Washington
Re«.blcins. In the off..season they hired Marty
Shouenheimer as head coach, got rid of Deion
Sanders, and lost last season's starting quanerb3Ck. ls Washington any better than they were
last year? Not really.
The NFC Central also ha\ three contendel'li.
The Tampa Bay Buccaneers have been considered a favorite the past lWO seasons, and things
look good for them th1s season a.-. well . The
addition of Brad Johnson to an offense which
~truggled la~t year will help tremendously. The
Bucs defense has been the team's strong point
for the paM three years, and this year will be no
exception. If the offen"e in Tampa Bay play.s
well, this team could be playing in the Super

KEVIN
THOMAS

"THE NFC

IS

STRONGER THIS
YEAR THAN IN
THE PAST THREE

SEASONS."

Bowl.
The Minnesota Vikings were in the NFC
Championship game last season, but were
humiliated by the GianLo;, 41~. Since then lhey
lost All-Pro runnmg back Robert Smith to retirement, released John Randle, and lost Korey
Stringer to his unfortunate death. Even with
D-ante Culpepper, Randy Moss and Chris Carter,
a I3Ck of defense will put this warn away early
in the post-sea...on.
Green Bay fell j ust shon of a playoff birth last
season. However. this year they look primed to
to get to the post-season. Any team that has
Brett Favre a~ their starting quarterback h~ a
chance to win every week.
The NFC West also ha.<; three legitimate contender... Last year's surprise team, the Saints,
looks stronger than last season's squad. The
addition of Albert Connell and rookie running
back Deuce McAllister add depth to an already
good team. The only que:.Lion with the Saints i.s
who their staning quarterback will be - Aaron
Brooks or Jeff Blake?
St. Louis' offense will always mal:e it a contender. Kun Warner. 1999 MVP, seems healthy
and ready to lead this tean1to a Super Bowl title.
Marshall Faulk, 2000 MVP, will try to better his
26 touchdown season from a year ago.
As a surprise to l'ome. the San Frclllcisco
49ers are a contender again. The combination of
Jeff Garcia to Terrell Owens is not the same as
Young to Rice. but this offense put up great
numbers last year, and they have only made
themo,elves better in the off-sea~n .
Overall, the NFC race should be a good one.
The St Louis Rams look to be the team to beat.
and unless Warner, Faulk and Bruce all go down
to inJUnes, ''The Greatest Show on Earth" will
be ready to head back to the Super Bowl in
2001.
Ke~·in Thomas is a.nistant sports editor of
"The Murray SMe News. "

With anolher NFL season underway this
weekend, many speculations arise. Questions
about which teams will still be in the hunt by
Januacy and which teams in each division are
best are common among football fans. Here is a
preview of the AFC.
The Central Division sbouJd be the most competitive in the AFC. The defending Super Bowl
champion, the Baltimore Ravens, will try to hold
off the TeMessee Titans and Jacksonville
Jag~.

The Ravens bring back one of the best defenses in NFL history, anchored by Ray Lewis. Baltimore is still loaded on defense, but the loss of
Jamal Lewis and Priest Holmes on offense will
hurt the Ravens' chances of repeating. The
Ravens will finish second in the division. behind
lhe Tennessee Titans.
Tennessee should take the division crown
rather easily. With a healthy Steve McNair and
the powerful Eddie George at running back, the
Titans should have enough offensive firepower
to overtake the rest of the division. Tennessee
also has an outstanding defense, perhaps the best
in the division.
The Jacksonville Jaguars will lock up the
third-place finish thanks to the play of Marie
Burnell at quarterback. Burnell struggled some
last season, but should return to the level he
played two seasons ago when he led the Jaguars
to the division championship. Fred Taylor
returns in the backfield, and the dangerous
Jimmy Smith is back at one of the wide receiver
slots.
The Pittsburgh Steelers. Cleveland Browns
and Cincinnati Bengals will all battle to stay out
of the cellar. Pitt-;burgh, with the lowly Kordell
Stewart at quarterback, should wrap up fourth
place and leave the Browns and Bengals to bat-

tle for last place.
The AFC East will be a two-team baule
between the Miami Dolphins and the lndianap<r
lis Colts.
·
Indianapolis will sit atop of the division by
season's end. The Colts, led by Payton Manning
and Marvin Harrison, will have the most highpowered offense in the division, and the defensive unit will be able to hold their own.
Miami will lock down the second·place finish.
The Dolphins' Jay Fiedler looks primed to have
one of the best seasons in his career. Fiedler is 31
for 47 in preseason action, :md Miami has added
many new receivers for Fiedler to connect with.
Bringing up the rear in the East will be the
Buffalo Bills, the New York Jets and the New
England Patriots. Buffalo made one of its
biggest mistakes in recent history releasing
Doug Fluttie.
The AFC West should be won by the Oakland
Raiders or Denver Broncos.
Oakland added the San Francisco 49ers' Jerry
Rice in lhe off-sea~n. Rice, arguably the best
receiver in NFL history. will help the Raider
offense and quarterback Rich Gannon retum to
dominance. Oakland will finish second in the
division behind the Broncos.
Denver should also rerum to dominance this
year after struggling la~t season. Brian Griese
should have another great season, and \\i th the
retum of Terrell Davis at running back, the
Broncos will take the division title.
Looking ahead, lhe Tennessee Titans or Indianapolis Colts will represent the AFC in Super
aowl XXXVII. Either team should beat the NFC
representative.

j EREMY
T ACKETT

" THE C ENTRAL

.

DIVISION

SH OULD BE THE
MOST COMPETITIVE IN THE

AFC."

Jeremy Tackett ,is a contributing writer for
"The Murray State News."
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ALEXANDER:

FACULTY:

Family· ties possible disadvantage
From Page 1
his being a candidate.
"My father has mixed emotions about this," Alexander
said. "He's not sure if I should
do this."
Alexander also seemed quick
to separate himself. from his
father in terms of leadership.
"We are very different people," Alexander said. " ... I'm
much more collaborative."
However. at the faculty meeting. Alexander defended the job
his father has done at the University.

.

"I believe he's been a good
president," Alexander said.
"Some of you may disagree."
Student Regent Nikki Key
said that Alexander's qualities
sepamte him from his father.
"His qualifications do speak
enough for him," Key said. "He
and his father have different
managerial styles."
Schell said Alexander's qualifications were not enough to
make him a finalist in the
search.
"It is fair to say that if he had

not been King Alexander he
would not be on a :.hort list for
any presidential search," Schell
said. ''The only reason he's on a
short list is because or who he
is."
Schell cited "relative inexperience" on Alexander's beh;~lf
as a reason he would not be
suited for the presidency.
"If you meet hinl in person
he' s a nice guy," Schell said .•
"... I think in 10 years he' ll be a
good presidential candidate
somewhere.''

RESTAURANTS:
Referendum brings new choices
From Page 1
percent of its revenue from
alcohol sales. While annual
figures are used to determine
if an establishment meets
those guidelines. few restaurants have had problems
meeting the requirement
monthly.
Elias said that in Fifteenth
and Olive and Saturdays' fifl\t

months of operation, neither
restaurant was able to maintain a 70 to 30 ra tio but
believed many f.actors could
have an influence on meeting
the criterion.
"At the time, Fifteenth and
Olive was the only restaurant
serving alcohol," Elias said .
" During the summer, many

students are gone. We' ll just
have to see how things go."
Danielson agreed there is
no way of knowing how easy
or hard it will be f~.>r restaurants to comply with tht.~ provision.
" I think everybody in this
business thinks it's hard to
maintain," Danielson said.

NIEON IBIE&€H
Tanning & Storage Aental
MSU Stutfmts

10% discount off tannlni Pac~es.
lotions. and swimwear with MSU 1.0.

Hours

812 Whltnell Drive
Murray

Mon. -Thurs.
8 a.m.- 9 p.m.
A1. & sat.

8 a.m.- 8

753-3333

P.m.
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ATT ORN E Y AT LAW

304 NORTH 4TH STREET
MURRAY, KY 42071
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http:/ / lamkinlaw.com
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Bates receives
highest vote of
acceptability
From Page 1
toward women.
"We have a lot of women who are faculty members here," McCarthy said. "His
attitude was appalling."
McCarthy said she felt Bates skirted
around the issue of maternity leave for faculty membe~ by giving a cost analysis of a
social issue.
Faculty Regent Terry Strieter said that he
would take Thursday's faculty vote with
him to today' s Board of Regents meeting.
H\! said he was unsure how receptive the
Board would be to the viewpoint<; of the
faculty .
"lt' s hard to judge," Strieter said. "I
as~-ume that they'll listen politely as I would
to something I wasn't especially happy
aboUI ... and f don't know what their
response will be.''

FACULTY VOTE RESULTS
Howard

24

68

2

Alexander

4

90

I

Laura Deaton/The News

3

Faculty members listen as F. King Alexander explains his qualifications for the Murray State University presidency at t he faculty forum in Wrather West Kentucky Museum Wednesday.

Bates

84

18
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Monda)' - Free Pool All DaY Lon!!
Wednesday Nifbt
HaPPY Hour · $1 BEER
$1 BEER
Mon.-Sat. 5-'l P.m.
Pizza. BBQ, Pool. Bi~ Screen TV

641 In

Jello Slurp-Off
Wed. Sept. 12, 5-8 p.m.
Winslow Cafeteria
Enby fee: $12 for team of 4
Registration: Mon. SepL 10, 1·8 p.m.

Pu~r.

TN
f90 1 J 247· 5813

CiilNA
l'UfffT
10°/o Off with MSU Student ID
All
You
Can
Eat
Buffet
Fresh Buffet, Fresh Dessert, Salad & Ice Cream
OPEN DAILY
• Mon.- Tbur.: 10:30 a.m.- 10 p.m.
• Fri. & Sat.: 10:30 a.m.- 10:30 p.m.
• Sun.: 10:30 a.m.- 9:30p.m.
600 N, 12th St. (Next door to Taco John's)
Central Shopping Center • Murray
(270) 753-8916

OFFICE: (270} 735·1737
FAX: (270) 759-4625

HOME: (270) 435-4635

ralamldn@lamkinlaw.com

~Now accepting Visa, Mastercard and American E1p~

13K3 API)Lt
CAft

liRAND DPENII\IIi
Sat. Sept 8. 12 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Come and
enjoy our
refreshments
and listen to
the karaoke
band I
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l'll.ll.&N fOOD & Dllii&NDWilHII
l•om It &.RL • t a.m.
KMdlen Open IJnftl ttiJC) p.m.
Dosed lundal'

605 S. 12th St. • Murray
Owner - Rita Wyatt
Men, Women & Children's
Consignment Clothes & Accessories

ltwe Husk lwen- tan.dc11't' Nlahf c11f 91JC)

Great
Fall
Bargain

P jones Band
Alternative Rock from Nashville
: .. r.

Hours: Mon. - Sat.

BcJndJ Coming
· -- - - loon:

10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
(270) 762·0207

Email:
neatrepeats@ apex.co

13 miles south of Murray on Hwy. 121 near Paris 'Landing

Now open sundays

o Noon

901·232·8323

•

:· _: ·:. 1 ·;: • Hoosier Daddy
:. ::. ~~ · Dean Hall
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